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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

 
In accordance with the 2015 Session of the 63rd Legislature of the State of Wyoming, 
Enrolled Act No. 56, the University of Wyoming (UW) was authorized to apply for 
Wyoming Water Development Commission (WWDC) funds to develop groundwater for 
irrigating the Red Jacoby Golf Course.  In June 2016, Wyoming Groundwater, LLC was 
awarded a contract with the WWDC to provide professional services for the UW 
Irrigation Water Supply Level II Study (study).  This report presents the results of that 
study. 
 
OBJECTIVE 
 
The objective of the UW Irrigation Water Supply Level II Study was to provide a high-
yield well completed in the Casper Aquifer that could be used to irrigate the Red Jacoby 
Golf Course (golf course).  UW representatives have concluded that a well capable of 
producing 1,400 gallons per minute (gpm) would be ideal to meet peak demands without 
storage accommodations (e.g., pond storage and repumping) or irrigation schedule 
modifications.   
 
STUDY AREA 
 
Figure 1 shows the study area, which encompasses the golf course and UW-owned 
property immediately east of the golf course herein referred to as the “off-course 
property”.  The golf course and off-course property are separated by the northeast-
southwest trending “Forelle Ridge”.  Being UW-owned property, the golf course and off-
course property are areas that eliminate groundwater development issues associated with 
access and easements, and that also have favorable hydrogeologic features that will be 
explained later in the report. 
 
The area west of the golf course was not in the study area because the Casper Aquifer is 
deeply buried and the study budget could not accommodate the cost of a deeper well in 
that area.  North of the golf course are dense residential areas that pose substantial 
difficulties regarding access, easements, and infrastructure construction.  East of the off-
course property is State-owned land (i.e., Section 36) with favorable geologic features, 
but the Casper Formation is not fully saturated and the distance to the golf course would 
result in very expensive infrastructure.  Fortunately, there are locations on the off-course 
property with potentially favorable well sites. 
 
A City of Laramie (City) municipal groundwater supply facility, the Turner Wellfield, is 
located 0.6 miles south of the golf course near City Springs and is discussed as part of the 
hydraulic interference evaluation. 
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REPORT ORGANIZATION 
 
This report starts with a general description of the hydrogeology (Chapter 2) relevant to 
study objectives and the development of the proposed drilling program (Chapter 3).  
Information presented in Chapters 2 and 3 are drawn primarily from a Technical 
Memorandum dated October 25, 2016, that presented recommendations for the well 
siting and drilling program.  The full Technical Memorandum is provided in the Project 
Notebook.  Chapter 4 presents the results of the drilling and testing of a production-sized 
well.  Inadequate production characteristics of that well prompted efforts to extract 
additional information from an existing well, 41T3, which is discussed in Chapter 5.  
Chapter 6 focuses on the study area hydrogeology as informed by the results of this 
investigation.  In anticipation that groundwater from the Casper Aquifer may be 
developed for golf course irrigation in the future, Chapter 7 presents an evaluation of 
hydraulic interference issues/concerns regarding existing users, including the nearby 
City’s Turner Wellfield.  Finally, Chapter 8 provides a cursory discussion of potential 
options for UW to consider regarding future irrigation of the golf course with 
groundwater.  
 
Tables and figures referenced in chapter text are provided at the end of each chapter.  
References are compiled at the end of the report.  Appendices A – D provide information 
that supports and supplements the study.  
 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT  
 
Wyoming Groundwater appreciates the extensive efforts benefiting this project of Dr. 
Brad Carr of the Wyoming Center of Environmental Hydrology and Geophysics 
(WyCEHG).  Surface and downhole geophysical surveys were performed under tight 
schedules and the long-term water-level data from study wells provided by WyCEHG 
were critical to aquifer analysis.  
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CHAPTER 2 

HYDROLOGIC SETTING 
 
The Casper Aquifer (Casper) is the only groundwater resource in the vicinity of the golf 
course with acceptable water quality and the potential ability to, with a single well, 
provide a long-term sustainable production rate that satisfies peak irrigation demands of 
the golf course.  Thus, the Casper is the target aquifer for this study. 
 
A comprehensive description of the Casper Aquifer in the Laramie area is provided in 
“Groundwater Technical Memorandum No. 2” contained in the 2015 Laramie Water 
Master Plan, Level I report (WWC Engineering, 2015).  That memo will be helpful to the 
reader that wants detailed information on the hydrogeology of the Casper Aquifer in the 
Laramie area.  
 
This chapter describes geologic and hydrogeologic information used to develop the 
proposed drilling program presented in Chapter 3.  This information is “fine-tuned” and 
expanded in Chapter 6 as more aquifer data became available as a result of this study. 
 
GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CASPER AQUIFER 
 
The following are primary characteristics of the Casper Aquifer relevant to locating and 
completing a well capable of meeting study objectives. 
 

• The Casper is a dual-permeability aquifer comprised of relatively low 
permeability sandstone/limestone matrix (rock) and high permeability 
fractures.  

 
• “High yields” occur where the well penetrates an open and well-connected 

fracture system (i.e., fracture permeability) and can vary from 200 to 2,000 
gpm depending on the fracture system(s) penetrated.  “Low yields”, on the 
order of 100 gpm or less, occur where the well penetrates unfractured 
sandstone and/or poorly-connected isolated fractures. 

 
• High-yield wells are typically targeted on mapped geologic structures (e.g., 

faults and folds) where fractures are believed to be more common.  Because 
geologic maps reflect the surface expression of formations and structures, 
vertical and near-vertical faults and fracture systems are most amenable to 
surface mapping.  Similarly, mapped folds reflect changes in formation dip 
that are apparent at the surface.  In either case, the fracturing associated with 
these structures is the result of the deformation of brittle rocks, and may create 
complicated fracture permeability. 

 
• Mapped structures, however, are not a complete guide to fracture 

permeability.  High-yield wells can occur off-structure and low-yield wells 
can occur on-structure.  Mapped geologic structures do NOT fully identify 
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where fracture permeability may or may not occur in the Casper Aquifer. 
 

• Near-horizontal bedding-plane-parallel fractures/openings are common in 
high-yield wells in the Casper Aquifer and are believed to be primarily 
responsible for the high permeability/high yield in the City’s municipal wells 
(and others). 

  
• Given the assumed association of productive fractures with factors affecting 

the entire formation, penetration of the three upper-most members of the 
Casper Formation – epsilon, delta, and gamma – is considered diagnostic of 
the probable presence or absence of productive fractures throughout the 
formation at that location. 

  
• Productive horizontal and vertical fractures in the Casper are most likely to 

occur on or near the west flank of the Laramie Range where the Casper 
Formation is exposed at the surface (the outcrop area), and in the immediately 
adjacent areas to the west, e.g., where the Casper Formation is overlain only 
by the Satanka Shale.  Well-developed and well-connected fractures in the 
Casper are assumed to be less common further to the west where the aquifer is 
more deeply buried, more spatially removed from the area of structural 
deformation, and outside the area of active groundwater circulation associated 
with range-front springs (e.g., City Springs, Soldier Spring).  
 

Given the variable occurrence of fracture networks and the considerable expense 
associated with production-size wells, the authors have consistently recommended that 
groundwater exploration in this aquifer use less expensive small-diameter slim holes to 
determine the suitability (i.e., adequate fracture permeability) of a site before committing 
resources to a full-scale production well. 
 
CASPER AQUIFER HYDROGEOLOGY IN VICINITY OF GOLF COURSE 
 
There are no detailed resource studies or well data on the Casper Aquifer on the golf 
course property.  The most relevant previous hydrogeologic information consists of: 
 

• Downhole logging performed in 2014 by WyCEHG and water quality 
sampling performed by the City of Laramie at well 41T3 located at the 
northeast corner of the off-course property (Figure 1); 

 
• Surface and seismic geophysical surveys by WyCEHG on the off-course 

property and along the western base of the Forelle Ridge performed in the 
initial phase of this study; and 

 
• Aquifer pumping tests conducted at the Turner Wellfield using 41T3 as a 

water-level observation well (WWC Engineering, 2006).   
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The geologic map of the Laramie quadrangle (Ver Ploeg, 2009) provides the location of 
significant geologic structures in the study area and vicinity (Figure 1).  Figure 2 provides 
a schematic cross-section across the north edge of the golf course and off-course 
property. 
 
These figures illustrate the geologic and hydrogeologic conditions listed below. 
 

• Faults associated with the Jackrabbit Fault Zone are mapped east of the 
University property.  The expression of these faults in the Casper further to 
the west, if present, are obscured by the overlying Quaternary-age deposits 
and the Satanka Shale.  Westward projection of these faults would intersect 
the northern portions of the golf course and the off-course property.  

 
• The Jackrabbit Anticline is a local fold whose western end is mapped just 

north of the off-course property.  However, the mapping of this fold is 
apparently based on the flexure visible in the outcrop of the delta-member 
limestone exposed northeast of 41T3.  At the larger scale of the Forelle, 
Satanka, and Casper outcrops to the north and south, the geometry in this area 
is actually synclinal, with formation strike changing from NE-SW on the UW 
property, to N-S in the area further north.  This synclinal flexure occurs at the 
north end of the off-course property.   

 
• The southward projection of the mapped trace of the Spur Fault passes near 

41T3, crossing into the eastern portion of the off-course property.  
Alluvium/colluvium and the Satanka Shale occur along this projection and 
obscure the fault’s surface expression if the fault is present beneath the off-
course property. 

 
• The Casper Aquifer is confined beneath the Satanka Shale and the Casper 

Formation is fully-saturated in the study area, with a possible exception in the 
southeast corner of the off-course property. 

 
• The depth-to-water in a well completed in the Casper Aquifer along the west 

side of Forelle Ridge and on the off-course property is expected to produce a 
depth-to-water of approximately 5 to 70 feet below ground surface. 

   
• Because the Casper Formation dips approximately 6 degrees to the northwest 

beneath most of the study area, the top of the aquifer gets progressively deeper 
from southeast to northwest.  As shown on Figure 2, the top of the Casper 
occurs at a depth of 93 feet at well 41T3, approximately 340 feet at the east 
edge of the golf course (i.e., west edge of the Forelle Ridge), and 
approximately 700 feet at the northwest corner of the golf course at the 
intersection of 30th and Harney.  

 
• Estimated costs to drill/install slim holes and production wells increase from 

east to west in accordance with the increasing depth to the aquifer as shown 
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on Figure 2. 
 

• Available drawdown, the vertical distance in a well between the static water 
level and the top of the aquifer (or the pump setting), increases from east to 
west (Figure 2).  The greater available drawdown at a “west” well helps 
compensate for the greater expense to drill a deeper well.  A west well can be 
useable under slightly less permeable aquifer conditions while wells located 
further to the east require a more permeable aquifer because of less available 
drawdown.  

 
• Well sites further east than the line-of-strike (N39E) through 41T3 are 

compromised by having less than 25 feet of available drawdown above the top 
of the Casper Formation.   

 
41T3 and the Turner Wellfield (i.e., the Turner No. 1 and Turner No. 2 wells) provide 
relevant aquifer details and testing data as listed below. 
 

• 41T3 has a total depth of 240 feet, depth-to-water of 68 feet, and penetrates 
the epsilon and delta members of the Casper.  Downhole logging and borehole 
flow measurements suggest potentially productive horizontal fractures in the 
epsilon sandstone (WyCEHG, Dr. Brad Carr).  A brief pump test of well 41T3 
(discussed further below) indicated substantial local transmissivity, suggesting 
that the Casper Aquifer may be capable of producing a high-yield well at this 
location. 

 
• Pumping of the City’s municipal Turner wells in 2005 produced a rapid head 

response (drawdown and recovery) in 41T3.  A comparison of drawdown 
responses in observation wells during this test indicates aquifer anisotropy 
such that “hydraulic connectivity is especially well developed along the faults 
north of the Turner Wellfield.” (Taboga, 2006).  The pumping test suggests 
that a well-developed fracture network may occur in the Casper beneath the 
off-course property. 

 
The strongest direct evidence of the presence of fracture permeability in the study area 
(i.e., primarily on the off-course property) is the pump test at 41T3 and the excellent 
hydraulic connection between the Turner wells and 41T3.  More speculative “evidence” 
of fracture permeability is the projection of mapped structures including the Jackrabbit 
Fault/Anticline and the Spur Fault, and the unmapped larger scale synclinal feature 
indicated by the change in strike of the Forelle Ridge. 
 
SUBSURFACE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS 
 
At the August 31, 2016, project meeting, Dr. Brad Carr presented the results of 
geophysical surveys performed that summer by WyCEHG along the west side of the 
Forelle Ridge and on the off-course property.  Data collection involved seismic refraction 
surveys to investigate stratigraphy and structure, and direct-current resistivity surveys and 
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transient electro-magnetic soundings to identify potentially water-related features in the 
Casper Aquifer.  The summary map from that investigation was provided by WyCEHG 
and is included here as Figure 3 
 
Based on the interpretation of geophysical data, Figure 3 shows the location of five sites 
identified with high and moderate relative potential for fracture permeability in the 
Casper Aquifer.  Areas bounded by white lines are ranked high, red and blue lines are 
ranked moderate.  The blue areas are considered less favorable due to the depth of 
drilling on the west side of the Forelle Ridge.   
 
Specifically, according to Dr. Carr, the geophysical surveys indicate: 
 

• The most promising area with respect to indicated fracture density is the 
northwest portion of the off-course property (#1) just east of the Forelle 
Ridge. 

 
• A similar high rating, but lacking the convergence of multiple lines of 

geophysical evidence, occurs in the north-central portion of the off-course 
property (#2) and in the area immediately west of 41T3 (not shown on Figure 
3). 

  
• A less attractive, moderate rating (#3) is an area south and southwest of #1/#2 

on the off-course property. 
 

• Surveys along the west toe of the Forelle Ridge on the golf course indicate 
generally less attractive conditions for groundwater development than those 
cited above for the off-course property, but two locations were identified as 
the most promising on the west side of the ridge: one at the north end of the 
ridge (#4), and one approximately 1/3 of the way along the ridge between 
Willet and Grays Gable streets (#5). 

 
• Geophysical evidence is consistent with the speculated presence of 

approximately north-south fracturing/faulting (i.e., projection of faults 
mapped further north in outcrop areas) beneath and immediately east of the 
off-course property.   

 
In summary, multiple lines of evidence - geologic structures, pump test at 41T3, 
hydraulic response of 41T3 to Turner Wellfield pumping, and geophysical surveys - 
indicated the off-course property, particularly in its northern portion, has the greatest 
opportunity to encounter a well-developed fracture system capable of producing a high-
yield well. 
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Figure 3 - Study Area Geophysics and Drilling Area Ranking

Summary of summer 2016 geophysical data results for the UW Golf Course study.

Green lines represent zones of interpreted Casper saturation from RES and EM data.
Black lines represent interpreted fracture/fault zones fromthe seismic refraction data.

The colored enclosed areas represent the best geophysical target areas for the drilling program that are
closest to the existing infrastructure of the golf course.  The color priority is as follows: White - High,

Blue - Moderate but on the west side of Forelle Ridge.Red - Moderate,
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CHAPTER 3 
DRILLING PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT 

 
PRELIMINARY INFRASTRUCTURE DESIGN AND COST ESTIMATES 
 
One criteria used to prioritize potential well sites was to establish the relative cost of 
infrastructure construction to connect a well to the golf course irrigation water 
distribution system.  A production well should not be located where pipeline/power costs 
are prohibitive to UW. 
 
Figure 4 shows the location of proposed water mains and underground power lines 
associated with a well located at sites identified in Figure 3 and near 41T3.  Cost 
estimates presented in Table 1 are based on conveying 1,400 gpm from a well location to 
the existing 10-inch irrigation system pipeline at the central-east edge of the golf course, 
and include wellhead infrastructure (wellhead facilities, pump, etc.), pipeline, and power 
transmission.     
 
As one would expect, infrastructure construction is progressively more expensive from 
west to east across the study area.  Also, the Forelle Limestone, which forms a ridge that 
separates the golf course property from the off-course property, if needing to be crossed 
by pipeline, presents more difficult and expensive trenching.  Cost estimates range from 
$560,000 at site 5 (i.e., #5 on Figure 3) closest to the 10-inch irrigation system pipeline to 
$800,000 at site 3 (i.e., well 41T3) furthest from the irrigation system pipeline.  The most 
promising areas for aquifer permeability (#1/#2) represented by sites 1 and 4 have cost 
estimates that range from $650,000 to $690,000, respectively.   
 
Assuming adequate production capability, the cost to develop groundwater from a 
production well located on the golf course property would be approximately $80,000 to 
$140,000 less than a well located on the off-course property.   
 
These preliminary conceptual designs and cost estimates provided an approximate cost to 
develop irrigation supply infrastructure (not including the cost of well construction) from 
various locations.  UW did not establish what level of infrastructure cost was prohibitive, 
but it was UW’s desire to minimize or reduce, if possible, the cost of infrastructure 
construction.  Consequently, preferred well locations were on the golf course property 
(i.e., blue areas on the west side of the ridge) or as close as possible to the east side of the 
ridge on the off-course property. 
 
WELL SITING CRITERIA 
 
The ideal well site provides high aquifer permeability, abundant available drawdown, 
unencumbered access, inexpensive well construction, minimal interference with existing 
users, and convenient engineering and low cost with respect to power, pipeline, and 
integration into an existing system.  In general, the most important element on the list is 
locating a well where aquifer permeability provides production rates that satisfy golf 
course demands.   
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Well siting criteria and observations relevant to this study are listed below. 
 

• Geophysical survey interpretations indicate that the northern portion of the 
off-course property may have the greatest opportunity to encounter a well-
developed fracture system capable of producing a high-yield well. 

 
• Acceptable aquifer saturation and available drawdown occurs west of the 

stratigraphic strike line that runs through 41T3. 
 

• Well construction is progressively more expensive from east to west across 
the study area; whereas the total cost of infrastructure construction is 
progressively less expensive from east to west across the study area. 

 
• Access would not be an issue for well sites on UW property. 

 
• The potential for hydraulic interference issues with existing users (e.g., City of 

Laramie - Turner Wellfield) should, if possible, be minimized (see Chapter 7). 
 
Based on these criteria and observations, area #1 on Figure 3 was the highest ranked 
location to achieve study objectives.   
 
DRILLING PROGRAM OPTIONS 
 
A conventional drilling program is often based on the concept that a small-diameter 
(slim) exploration hole will be used to determine if a site is acceptable for installation and 
testing of an expensive, large-diameter production well.  Ideally, a Casper Aquifer 
drilling program budget would accommodate at least four slim holes to find the best 
spot(s), and a production well would be installed a short distance from the slim hole that 
indicates the highest yield and the least infrastructure costs.  Unfortunately, the drilling 
budget of approximately $148,000 could not accommodate this ideal approach.  
Variations on the exploration slim hole/production well installation concept were 
provided in the October 2016 Technical Memorandum and were the basis for solicitation 
of drilling contractor bid proposals. 
 
Bid proposals were received on October 27, 2016, and the bid tabulation is provided in 
Appendix A.  Based on the low bid provided by DC Drilling, Wyoming Groundwater and 
Hinckley Consulting provided four drilling program scenarios, described below, for 
consideration by WWDO and UW representatives.  
 
Scenario #1 – Base Case.  One slim hole followed by a production well at area #1.  As 
described in the Technical Memorandum, there is no guarantee of success.  The point of 
the initial slim hole is to assess groundwater conditions, eliminating the potential of 
wasting the much larger expense of a production well at an unfavorable location.  
Unfavorable results from a slim hole would reduce Scenario #1 to a variation of Scenario 
#2.   
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Using item costs from the low bid, the cost to construct a slim hole plus various 
diameters of high-yield production well were: 
 
   8-inch well (600 gpm capability)    - $159,000 
 10-inch well (1,000 gpm capability) - $177,000 
 12-inch well (1,400 gpm capability) - $205,000 
 
All three production-well sizes exceed the available drilling budget of approximately 
$148,000.   Adjustments to unit quantities (e.g., footage and pump-test duration) could be 
made to incrementally reduce the drilling contract (e.g., bring an 8-inch well within 
budget), but retaining the option of fully meeting project objectives (1,400 gpm) will 
require additional funds. 
 
Scenario #2 – Exploration Program.  Convert the Level II study to an assessment of 
groundwater development potential in the study area, providing a confident foundation 
for production-well drilling in a subsequent project.  A proposed exploration program is, 
in chronological order:  1) a slim hole and air-lift tests at a central location on the west 
side of the Forelle Ridge (i.e., a site that potentially saves $100,000 in subsequent 
infrastructure costs relative to other off-course sites); 2) a slim hole and air-lift tests at 
area #1; 3) a pumping test of existing 41T3 well (substituting for a new slim hole at that 
location); and 4) one additional slim hole and air-lift tests budgeted at an average depth, 
location to be determined.  The approximate cost of the exploration program is $140,000. 
 
Scenario #3 – A “Risky” Production Well.  This scenario has no slim-hole exploration: 
simply choose the best site near the golf course based on current knowledge (i.e., area 
#1) and complete a production well.  This scenario assumes the risk of failure, but 
provides the possibility of within-budget success for a full capacity (1,400 gpm) 12-inch 
production well.  To stay within the drilling budget of $148,000, penetration of the 
Casper Formation is reduced to 100 feet and the pump test is reduced to 40 hours. 
 
Scenario #4 – A “Less Risky” Production Well.  The 41T3 well site meets favorable 
hydrogeology criteria based on available knowledge and offers a less expensive test to 
guide production-well design.  However, this site represents the most expensive 
alternative in terms of the subsequent infrastructure necessary to bring a production well 
into the golf course system (i.e., $100,000 more expensive than area #1).  This scenario 
consists of an initial pump test (400 gpm, 24 hour) of the 41T3 well followed by 
completion of the highest capacity production well (offset from 41T3) that the pump test 
indicates can be supported.  A cost estimate of $134,000 is based on a 12-inch production 
well.  Cost would be less if this site could support only, for example, a 1,000 gpm or 600 
gpm production well. 
 
On November 4, 2016, after consideration of the four scenarios prepared by the 
consultants, the WWDO directed the consultants to proceed with the construction of one 
(1) large diameter (12") test/production well at the area #1 site (i.e., Scenario #3).  The 
decision to construct only one large diameter test/production well was due to the project 
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budget constraints and to achieve the ultimate objective of constructing an irrigation well 
with the highest possible yield during this project. 
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 Table 1 :   Infrastructure Cost Estimate.   UW Irrigation Water Supply Level II Study
Note:  Cost estimate does not include the cost of well construction.

Cost estimates by WWC Engineering
See Figure 4 for location of sites

Item Description Unit Unit Price Units Price Units Price Units Price Units Price Units Price

1 Mobilization LS 50,000 1 50,000 1 50,000 1 50,000 1 50,000 1 50,000

2 12‐inch HDPE Transmission Line (6 ft bury) LF 70 1800 126,000 950 66,500 3050 213,500 1160 81,200 240 16,800

3 Electrical Service ‐ Base Cost plus cable EA 43000 1 43,000 1 43,000 1 43,000 1 43,000 1 43,000

4 Electrical Service ‐ Conduit and Trench only LF 27 210 5,670 480 12,960 70 1,890 920 24,840 880 23,760

5 Well Appurtenances (pump, wellhouse, pitless) EA 270,000 1 270,000 1 270,000 1 270,000 1 270,000 1 270,000

Construction Subtotal 494,670 442,460 578,390 469,040 403,560
Easement Survey Work for RMP 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000 5,000
Survey/Engineering 10% 49,467 44,246 57,839 46,904 40,356
Bidding and Construction Administration 10% 49,467 44,246 57,839 46,904 40,356

Project Subtotal 598,604 535,952 699,068 567,848 489,272
Contingency 15% 89,791 80,393 104,860 85,177 73,391

Total Project Cost Estimate 688,395 616,345 803,928 653,025 562,663

Rounded 690,000 620,000 800,000 650,000 560,000

Notes

1 Well Appurtenances includes Pump, Pitless, Building etc. All ancillary items similar to those used on VAF #1 Well and CEP #1 Wel

2 CEP # 1 Well Appurtenances bid (120 gpm well)  $117,656 after subtracting site electrical and items that were not wellhead items

3 VAF # 1 Well Appurtenances low bid (200 gpm well)  $106,545 after subtracting site electrical and items that were not wellhead items

4 Hp = 1400 gpm x 130 psi x 2.31/3960/0.72 eff = 148 say 150 Hp
Sanks Figure 29.8  ‐ Cost of station about 150,000 x ENRCCI = 150,000 x 207/115 = 270,000
Figure 29.8 would plot a 120 to 200 gpm well at 80,000 to 100,000 x 207/115 = 180,000

5 Unit Price 12‐inch based on PVC City Laramie Bid Tabs 2012

6 Power upgrades from RMP and Gust (spreadsheet and email 8/18/16)
Added 10,000 to each on 8/26/16 to account for 400 amp service as opposed to 200 amp
For simplicity, use highest estimate for all locations 43,000

7 Estimates do not account for rock excavation

Site 5Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4
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CHAPTER 4 

JRA-1 INSTALLATION AND TESTING 
 
PERMITS 
 
A pre-existing permit to appropriate groundwater for designated well “JRA-1” (U.W. 
165501) with a priority date of September 9, 2004, was modified by the State Engineer’s 
Office to accommodate the proposed well to irrigate the golf course.  The modified U.W. 
5 (see Appendix B) included UW and WWDC as co-applicants, and changes in well 
location, points-of-use, and permitted use.  (This permit has subsequently been cancelled 
by UW and the well has been re-permitted for use as a monitoring well with UW as the 
sole applicant.)     
 
As a result of the proposed well location in the City of Laramie Aquifer Protection 
Overlay Zone, a Site Specific Investigation (SSI) was required prior to drilling activities.  
An SSI report was submitted to the City on September 8, 2016, peer reviewed, and 
approved by the City on October 10, 2016.  The SSI report is provided in the Project 
Notebook.  
 
To accommodate the discharge of groundwater to the ground surface during a proposed 
pump test, a temporary NPDES discharge permit was obtained from the Wyoming 
Department of Environmental Quality.  Compliance with the terms of the permit was 
unnecessary because a pump test was not performed. 
 
JRA-1 DRILLING, CONSTRUCTION, AND LOGGING 
 
The well location was staked within area #1 where the geophysical surveys identified the 
convergence of multiple subsurface features thought to enhance the opportunity to 
encounter fracture permeability.  DC Drilling mobilized to the site on November 22, 
2016, the rig site leveled, and drilling began on November 29th.  
 
The following is a tabular summary of well drilling/construction/logging details.  Figure 
5 shows well construction and formation contacts.   
 
Well Permit Co-Applicants:  WWDC/University of Wyoming 
State Engineer Permit # and Use:   U.W. 165501; Miscellaneous for 1,200 gpm 
Permit Status:     Cancelled 
Location:     NE ¼, NW ¼, NE ¼, Section 35, T16N, R73W, 

Albany County, Wyoming 
Lat: N 41º 19’ 11.043”    Long: W 105º 32’ 38.227”   

Ground Surface Elevation: 7341.47 feet; surveyed elevation  
Drilling and Construction Dates: November 29 to December 31, 2016 
Well Development Dates:  1/1/17 to 1/2/17 
Drilling Contractor:    DC Drilling, PO Box 749, Lusk, WY  82225 
Drilling Rig and Methods:   Midway 1500; Direct mud rotary  
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On-Site Geologists:   Chris Moody, P.G., Wyoming Groundwater 
     Bern Hinckley, P.G., Hinckley Consulting 
Total Drilled Depth / Elevation:         756.5 feet  /  6585 feet amsl 
Static Water Level / Elevation: 53.98 feet  /  7287.49 feet amsl (1/9/17) 
Satanka Shale:    0 to 252 feet 
Casper Formation:    252 to 756.5 feet 

Epsilon Member:  252 to 312 feet  (60’ thick) 
   Delta Member: 312 to 403 feet (91’ thick) 
   Gamma Member: 403 to 479 feet (76’ thick)  
   Beta Member: 479 to 663 feet (184’ thick) 

Alpha Member: 663 to 756.5 feet (93’of its 
estimated 300 feet thickness) 

Well Construction: 
Bore Hole Diameters      0 to 34’    20” 
      34 to 312’  15” 

312 to 756.5’  7 7/8” 
Casing Record      0 to 34’ Surface casing: 16” steel; 28 sacks 

Portland cement 
+1.8 to 312’  Production casing: 12.0” I.D/12 3/4” 

O.D., 0.375” wall, butt weld, (8) 42’ 
Production Casing  Simon Contractors, Laramie, Wyoming 
  Cement Record  150 sacks (6.5 yd3), Portland cement (type G),  

pressure displacement through casing with water 
chase; good cement returns; drilled out 28 feet of 
cement in casing 

Open Hole   312 to 756.5’   7 7/8”  
 
Geophysical Logging:   WyCEHG, Brad Carr, Laramie, Wyoming 
     Dec. 6, 2016:  0 to 290’ - caliper, natural gamma 
     Jan/Feb 2017: 312 to 756’ - caliper, natural and 

spectral gamma, sonic, resistivity, self-potential, 
electro-magnetic, magnetic susceptibility, fluid 
temperature, fluid conductivity, flowmeter 
(spinner), and televiewer (acoustic and optical) 

     April 2017: 312 to 656’ - nuclear mag. resonance 
 
A daily activity log is provided in Appendix C. There were no problems encountered 
during drilling and well construction that compromised well completion. 
 
WyCEHG (Dr. Bradley Carr) performed downhole geophysical logging of JRA-1 to 
provide fundamental formation information regarding lithology, fractures, water 
presence/movement, and petrophysical relationships.  The WyCEHG report on downhole 
geophysical investigations is provided in Appendix D.  Relevant information from 
downhole logs is included in the narrative. 
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LITHOLOGY AND OBSERVATIONS DURING DRILLING 
 
A log of Satanka Shale and Casper Formation lithology, drilling behavior, and 
miscellaneous observations is provided in Appendix C.  The subsections to follow 
describe specific aspects of well construction and hydrogeology gleaned from the drilling 
process.   
 
Set Depth of Bottom of Casing 
 
A critical element of production well construction is determining the depth at which the 
bottom of the production casing is set, for this determines both the underlying interval 
available for groundwater production and the maximum depth for setting a pump 
(assuming accepted good practice of not setting a pump in an open hole).  The anticipated 
JRA-1 construction program included setting production casing approximately 10 feet 
into the top of the first sandstone (i.e., the epsilon member) of the Casper Aquifer.  In this 
manner, the casing and annular cement would seal off across the Satanka Shale – Casper 
Formation contact and the entire overlying Satanka Shale, and maximize the open 
interval within the Casper Aquifer.  The epsilon member, if fractured, can be very 
productive and high-yield wells in the Laramie area benefit from the combined 
production from the epsilon, delta, and gamma members.  At JRA-1, the drilling rate and 
gamma log indicated the top of the epsilon member at 252 feet. 
 
However, observations while drilling the 7 7/8-inch pilot hole and the 15-inch casing 
borehole and geophysical logging of the 7-7/8-inch hole, prompted site geologists to 
modify the well design by setting the production casing at the bottom of the epsilon 
sandstone, as shown on Figure 5.  This modification to the drilling/construction program 
was based on the following observations through the epsilon sandstone:  
 

• The 60-foot thick sandstone drilled soft (i.e., poorly cemented?) and was 
exceptionally fine-grained.  

 
• The bits drilled through the sandstone in a smooth and steady fashion; without 

any of the “bit fall”, “chatter”, or variable drilling behavior that typically 
occurs when drilling through fractured rock or open cavities.  Thin intervals of 
“chunky” drilling occurred from 263 to 268 feet; however, the behavior was 
not persistent and did not appear to indicate a significant fracture zone.  

 
• Unlike in the overlying Satanka, where apparent fracture permeability was 

encountered, there was no complete, partial, or temporary loss of drilling fluid 
while drilling through the epsilon to indicate the presence of highly permeable 
fractured rock.  (Mud densities were maintained in the 10 – 11 lb/gal range, 
putting a hydraulic head against the formation.) 

 
• Geophysical logging found lower resistivities in the epsilon of JRA-1 than in 

other Casper Aquifer wells in the area, suggesting more fine-grained material. 
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In combination, these observations indicated to the consultants that the epsilon sandstone 
at JRA-1 did not possess significant fracture permeability and was unlikely to 
significantly contribute to the desired yield of 600 to 1,400 gpm.  It was apparent that the 
well’s ability to satisfy production objectives would rely on the permeability 
characteristics of underlying sandstones in the delta, gamma, beta, and alpha members 
and the ability to impose substantial drawdown against those members.  To provide 
additional available drawdown and to reduce the chance of sand production at high 
pumping rates, it was decided to set casing through the epsilon sandstone.  In addition, a 
change order was executed to reduce the planned open hole diameter of 11 inches to 7 7/8 
inches (at a reduced cost per foot) in order to maximize the open hole footage within the 
contract budget.  
 
Satanka Shale 
 
JRA-1 penetrates 252 feet of the Satanka Shale.  Adding the remaining thickness (24 
feet) from the well location to the bottom of the Forelle Limestone immediately uphill 
provides a total thickness of approximately 276 feet at this location.  The Satanka 
consists primarily of orange-red to red shale/siltstone and thin interbeds of mottled grey 
siltstone and ochre to yellow sandstone.  In the Laramie area, there can be a 10 to 30 feet 
thick layer of mixed red shale and gypsum approximately 50 feet below the top of the 
formation.  The gypsum layer was not present at JRA-1. 
 
During drilling, the Satanka Shale exhibited more indications of fracture permeability 
than the Casper Formation.  This “reversal” of expectations of fracture occurrence is 
known to occur as demonstrated by the groundwater investigation at LaPrele Park 
(Western Water Consultants, 1997a) approximately 1.5 miles to the southwest.   
 
At JRA-1, the interval from 66 to 70 feet drilled exceptionally fast and was a “lost 
circulation” zone that quickly consumed a significant quantity of drilling fluid.  Another 
lost circulation event occurred briefly at 98 feet.  In general, the formation consumed 
drilling fluid (i.e., on the order of 50 to 60 gpm) and exhibited fractured drilling behavior 
from 66 to 106 feet.  Thin intervals of fractured drilling occurred over the next 30 feet, 
but fluid loss gradually decreased as drilling proceeded below 136 feet.  The caliper log 
identifies borehole irregularities in the interval of 60 to 120 feet.  Lost circulation 
materials (e.g., cellophane) were not used to reduce the loss of drilling fluid to the 
formation.   
 
The last 20 feet of drilling in the Satanka, from 232 to 252 feet, was alternating hard/soft 
drilling through a variable assortment of red shale, red sandstone, green-grey siltstone 
and clay, and tan sandstone.  In outcrop, this interval of rock directly overlies the soft 
epsilon sandstone of the Casper Formation and forms the prominent ledge of red 
sandstone/shale/siltstone beyond the east edge of the off-course property.  
 
Air-rotary drilling from 0 to 52 feet did not indicate the presence of groundwater in the 
Satanka to this depth.  Mud-rotary drilling from 52 to 252 feet prevented the direct 
observation of where groundwater occurs in the Satanka.  
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Casper Formation 
 
JRA-1 penetrates 504 feet of the Casper Formation which is comprised of interbedded 
sandstone and limestone and has a total thickness of approximately 700 feet.  The well 
penetrates all of the epsilon, delta, gamma, and beta members and approximately 93 feet 
of the alpha member.  Of the lithology penetrated by the well, approximately 378 feet 
was sandstone and 126 feet was limestone.  There was good agreement (+/- 3 feet) with 
sandstone/limestone calls from the downhole resistivity log and the lithology calls from 
drilling behavior/cuttings. 
 
Limestone layers vary from 6 to 23 feet in thickness and drill hard and slow.  In general, 
the limestones in the Casper Formation in the Laramie area are massive and are not the 
primary lithology for groundwater storage and transmission.  Per drilling behavior, this 
appeared to be the case at JRA-1.  As will be discussed in the next subsection, the 
limestone that separates the epsilon and delta sandstones in the vicinity of this well 
appears to provide enough hydraulic separation to maintain distinctly different head 
elevations in the epsilon and delta sandstones.   
 
It has been the authors’ experience that it is the sandstones that store and transmit 
groundwater in the Casper Aquifer in the Laramie area.  The sandstones at JRA-1 are 
multi-colored (tan, yellow, pink, red), fine-grained, and cemented to varying degrees with 
calcite.  Sandstones drilled firm to soft depending on the degree of cementation.  When 
drilling proceeds at a steady rate, either fast or slow, the intrinsic inter-granular 
permeability of the sandstone is being encountered.  Inter-granular permeability in the 
Casper Aquifer can provide 10 to 100 gpm of production, but cannot provide anywhere 
near the desired production of 1,400 gpm.  As described in the lithology log (Appendix 
C), the drilling behavior of the sandstones at JRA-1 was indicative of inter-granular, non-
fractured, conditions.  The “bit drop”, “chatter”, exceptionally rapid drilling, and loss of 
drilling fluid typically indicative of fractures either did not occur or were not persistent in 
this well.  
 
Geophysical logs are consistent with the drilling observations relative to fracturing, with 
Dr. Carr noting the virtual absence of the bedding-plane parallel fractures found to be 
productive in other Casper Aquifer wells in the area.   
 
Figure 6 shows selected downhole logs of JRA-1.  The resistivity log clearly shows the 
alternating sequence of more-resistive limestones and less-resistive sandstones in the 
Casper Formation.  Borehole sidewall images at 430 to 434 feet and at 710 feet (see 
Appendix D) correlate with the only intervals with minor “bit drop” behavior observed 
while drilling at 432 to 434 feet and 713 to 715 feet (see Appendix C) in the gamma and 
alpha members, respectively.      
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FLUID LEVEL MONITORING DURING DRILLING 
 
The first observations relevant to natural groundwater levels at JRA-1 were from the air-
drilling for the surface casing.  No significant groundwater was encountered within the 
52-feet depth of the surface casing.  All subsequent drilling was completed with a mud-
circulation system, precluding natural groundwater level observations until post-drilling 
stabilization. 
 
The first fluid level measurements in JRA-1 were made prior to installing the production 
casing.  Following drilling with a drilling-mud fluid density of approximately 10.5 
lb/gal1, a depth-to-fluid of 74.7 feet was measured.  The borehole had been drilled to a 
depth of 321 feet at that point in time, exposing strata in the Satanka Shale and the entire 
epsilon and uppermost (i.e., top limestone) delta members of the Casper Formation.   
 
The stratum controlling the hydraulic head in the hole at this point is not known.  
Calculation based on a point in the middle of the epsilon (282 feet) suggests a clear-water 
head that would produce a depth-to-water of approximately 21 feet.  Assignment of a 
controlling depth of 243 feet produces an estimated depth-to-water of 30 feet.   
 
Drilling activity was suspended for the following 6 days to prepare for reaming the 
borehole to full diameter, which allowed solids to settle from the mud column and 
reduction of the fluid density to something closer to that of clear water (8.4 lb/gal).  A 
depth-to-fluid of 29 feet was measured at the end of this period.  (The borehole was 
sufficiently open to accommodate geophysical tools to a depth of 290 feet, indicating the 
accumulation of approximately 31 feet of solids in the lower borehole.)  Note that a 
depth-to-water of 29 feet is distinctly less than the depth to which surface casing was set 
without indication of a water table.  This indicates confined-aquifer conditions in the 
controlling strata. 
 
A similar rise in fluid level was observed following completion of the borehole to total 
depth.  From a depth-to-fluid of 65 feet at the completion of drilling on 12/31/16 (i.e., 
hole filled with thin drilling mud), the depth-to-fluid rose to 54 feet following airlift of 
the drilling fluid from the hole and equilibration with inflowing water from the delta-
alpha members of the Casper Formation. 
 
Although the upper-hole estimate of static-water level is not well constrained, it is 
distinctly less (i.e., shallower) than that measured following installation of casing and 
opening of the lower hole.  The head in the combined Satanka Shale/epsilon is on the 
order of 25 feet higher at this location than in the combined delta/gamma/beta/alpha 
members of the Casper Formation.  This is contrary to the conventional understanding of 
higher heads in lower members due to their higher recharge (outcrop) areas, as will be 
discussed in Chapter 6. 
 

                                                 
1 Based on two measurements: 11 lb/gal while drilling at 246 ft., and 10 lb/gal while drilling at 288 ft.  No 
routine fluid density or viscosity measurements were made; fluid properties were managed “by eye” at the 
discretion of the driller. 
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AIR-LIFT DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING 
 
On January 1, 2017, the day after reaching a total depth of 756 feet, the well was 
developed by air-lifting from successively deeper levels of 280, 400, 640, and 756 feet.  
Airlifting from increasing depth produced incrementally larger discharge rates (see 
Appendix C), as expected due to the higher available drawdown.  Maximum measured 
production was 140 gpm, achieved during airlift from 640 feet, but this discharge rate 
declined to 100 gpm after 30 minutes of production.  After 1.2 hours of air-lift at a depth 
of 756 feet, the “sustained” discharge was approximately 78 gpm.   
 
Based on the January 1 performance, 4 hours of sustained airlift production from 380 feet 
were performed on January 2.  This depth was chosen to simulate the drawdown 
available to a pump set near the bottom of the well casing at 312 feet. 
 
Production of approximately 60 gpm was maintained for 4 hours, following which the 
recovering water level was monitored for 4 hours.  Those data are plotted on Figure 7. 
 
Included with the drawdown observations on Figure 7 is a type curve for an idealized 
aquifer with a transmissivity of 600 gpd/ft and a storage coefficient of 0.0002.  This 
curve was generated using the AQTESOLVE program, applying the Dougherty-Babu 
(1984) solution for a confined aquifer and accounting for wellbore storage.  The type 
curve indicates that the effective “pumping water level” for the airlift test was 
approximately 295 feet.  (240 feet of drawdown from a static water level of 55 feet) 
 
This transmissivity value is consistent with other Casper Formation wells in the area 
(Technical Memorandum No. 2 in WWC Engineering, 2015) and with the suggestions of 
previous investigators for a “generic” transmissivity for the Casper Aquifer absent 
fracture enhancement. 
 
Water-levels at 41T3 were monitored at 4-hour intervals from November 22, 2016 
through January 10, 2017, i.e., throughout the drilling and testing period at JRA-1.  An 
overall rise in water level of 0.5 feet was observed over this 6-week period, within which 
short-term fluctuations of up to 0.25 feet were common (presumably due to barometric 
effects).  A drop in water level at 41T3 of approximately 0.06 feet coincided with the 6.5 
hours of initial airlift production from JRA-1 on January 1, 2017.  A drop of 
approximately 0.02 feet coincided with the 4-hour airlift testing of JRA-1 on January 2.  
The barometer was relatively stable during this period, suggesting these changes were 
largely due to JRA-1 production.  Although data logging frequency and barometric 
impacts preclude detailed analysis, a 0.04 feet impact from four hours of 60 gpm 
production at a distance of 1,600 feet in a confined aquifer suggests an effective “Theis” 
transmissivity on the order of 20,000 gpd/ft.    
 
Based on the results of the 60 gpm airlift testing, the well was judged to be clearly 
incapable of useful production for the proposed irrigation of the golf course.  Further 
airlift or pump testing to “fine tune” the evaluation of aquifer parameters was deemed 
unnecessary to fulfill this project’s objectives, although detailed pump testing at an 
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appropriate rate in the future could be helpful in the evaluation of hydraulic 
characteristics in the surrounding aquifer. 
 
WATER QUALITY 
 
At the end of the airlift test on January 2, 2017, a water sample was collected for 
laboratory analysis.  Major water quality parameters are listed in Table 2.   Water quality 
at JRA-1 is excellent and typical of groundwater quality in the Casper Aquifer in the 
Laramie area.  
 
BOREHOLE DEVIATION INTERPRETATION 
 
As presented in the WyCEHG report (Appendix D), downhole logging indicates that the 
JRA-1 borehole deviation from vertical is to the northeast.  Because the borehole does 
not deviate in the general direction of structural dip (northwest), Dr. Carr suggests that 
the borebole may be deviating toward a fault zone and that “For the borehole to be 
affected by a fault zone, JRA-1 is interpreted to be within 30 meters (100 feet) and 
approximately orthogonal to the fault zone.”   A carefully designed and monitored pump 
test of this well could be useful in detecting significant changes in transmissivity over 
distances on this order.  Such evaluation was beyond the scope of the present study. 
 
DISPOSITION OF JRA-1 
 
The original permit for JRA-1 (U.W. 165501) has been cancelled and UW, as sole 
applicant, has submitted a new permit application to the State Engineer’s Office 
designating the well for monitoring purposes (Appendix B).  UW anticipates future use of 
the well for long-term aquifer monitoring and as an educational/research tool for the 
Departments of Geology/Geophysics and Engineering.  Per all WWDC Level II well 
construction projects, the WWDC is the current owner of the well.  The WWDC and UW 
are expected to execute a Memorandum of Understanding that transfers well ownership 
and responsibility to UW.  
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Figure 5 - JRA-1 As-Built
U.W. 165501; T16N, R73W, Sec. 35, NWNE
Construction Dates: Nov. 29 - Dec. 31, 2016

Ground Elevation: 7341.47 ft AMSL
TOC Elevation: 7343.25 ft AMSL
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Constituent
JRA-1 41T3 Turner No. 1

Sample Date 1/2/2017 8/6/2014 1981 1981 2014
Sample Aquifer and Interval Casper: Satanka and 

δ, γ, β, α Casper: ε, δ
Source this study Primary Secondary

MAJOR IONS (mg/L)
Bicarbonate, HCO3 258 248 240 210 240
Carbonate, CO3 5
Calcium 45 54 49 35 53
Chloride 1 2 1.5 1.4 4 250
Fluoride 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 4.0 2
Magnesium 24 17 22 20 17
Nitrate + Nitrite as N 0.8 1.5 0.6 0.2 2 10
Nitrite as N <0.01 1
Potassium 2 <1 0.7 0.2 0.9
Sodium 6 2 2 2 2.9
Sulfate 5 9 9.1 6.6 11 250
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES (mg/L)
Hardness 209 213 202
pH, Field 7.96 7.4 8.2 8.3 7.5
TDS, sum 347 334 327 338 500
Calcium, meq 2.24
Magnesium, meq 1.98
Sodium, meq 0.26
Sodium Adsorption Rate (SAR) 0.2
Conductivity, Field, umhos/cm 349 338
METALS - DISSOLVED (mg/L)
Antimony <0.001 0.006
Arsenic 0.005 0.010
Barium 0.16 2
Beryllium <0.001 0.004
Cadmium <0.001 0.005
Chromium <0.005 0.1
Iron (Total?) <0.1 <0.02
Manganese 0.01 1.3 1.0
Mercury <0.0001 0.002
Nickel <0.005
Selenium <0.001 0.05
Thallium <0.0005 0.002
Uranium (Total?) 0.001
RADIONUCLIDES - DISSOLVED (pCi/L)
Gross Alpha 3.2
Radium 226 0.89
Radium 228 1.4
Radium 226+228 2.3

Standards

Table 2 - Study Area Groundwater Quality

EPA Drinking Water
Turner No. 2

Wyoming Groundwater (2014)



 
CHAPTER 5 
41T3 WELL  

 
The 41T3 well is located at the northeast corner of the off-course property, just south of 
the intersection of Crow Drive and 45th Street.  Prior to this study, this well provided the 
only existing data on the Casper Aquifer in the vicinity of the golf course and served as 
an observation well during this study.  For a variety of reasons, proposed efforts to 
extract additional hydrogeologic data from the well as part of the drilling and aquifer 
evaluation program were not pursued.  Regardless, existing information from the well is 
relevant to future groundwater development endeavors in the area east of the golf course, 
and is presented herein to assist in such future efforts. 
 
WELL HISTORY 
 
In 1941-42, three wells were completed in the Casper Aquifer in the vicinity of City 
Springs in an effort to evaluate potential expansion of the municipal water supply.  Two 
of the wells, Turner No. 1 and Turner No. 2, were installed south of City Springs (along 
Garfield Street and Grand Avenue, respectively), and a third well, Turner No. 3 was 
installed 1 mile north of City Springs.  To discriminate these 1940’s wells from three 
municipal wells completed in 1982 near City Springs with the same names, the early 
wells are provided the “41” prefix.   
 
In 1942, the 41T1 and 41T2 wells were pumped to determine the effect on artesian flow 
from City Springs (Goodrich, 1942).  During these tests, 41T3 was used as a water level 
observation well.  No other information is available regarding the purpose of 41T3.  
 
The Statement of Claim (S.C. No. U.W. 158) for “Turner No. 3”, aka 41T3, states that 
the well permit applicant is the City of Laramie and that the well was completed in March 
1942 to a total depth of 246 feet.  A lithology log is provided on the statement of claim 
document.  The priority date was March 10, 1942, for 600 gpm; however, the well was 
never pump tested, a pump was never installed, and the well was never used for 
municipal purposes.   Over the years, the well was left unprotected and largely forgotten.  
In 1977, the well permit was cancelled at the request of the City. 
 
In the mid-1990s, Moody recalls attempting to measure the depth to water and finding an 
obstruction at approximately 50 feet.  In 2004, Karl Taboga, a UW graduate student 
conducting research on the Casper Aquifer, encountered the obstruction and convinced 
the City of Laramie to procure the services of a drilling contractor to clear the obstruction 
and clean out the well.  The driller removed the obstructions (i.e., railroad tie, plastic 
bags, and miscellaneous trash/debris), cleaned out the well to total depth, and installed a 
protective locking cap on the wellhead casing.  Since then, the well has been available for 
water level/water quality monitoring and is part of the City of Laramie Casper Aquifer 
Monitoring Well Program (CAMP).  
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DOWNHOLE GEOPHYSICS AND PUMP TEST 
 
To determine the value of water level and water quality data from 41T3 as it pertains to 
the CAMP, the City obtained the services of WyCEHG to run downhole geophysical logs 
in the well.  In 2014, multiple logs (caliper, natural gamma, resistivity, temperature, 
conductivity, sonic, optical viewer, and spinner) were run to define well construction and 
fundamental formation information.  Selected logs are presented in Figure 8 and reveal 
the following: 
 

• 12-inch diameter surface casing from 0 to 29.5 feet (but casing deformation 
provides a minimum available diameter of 9 inches) 

• 15-inch diameter open hole from 29.5 to 240 feet 
• Total well depth is 240 feet 
• Depth to water is approximately 68 feet 
• Satanka Shale / Casper Formation contact at approximately 93 feet 
• The well fully-penetrates the epsilon and delta members 
• Per caliper log, horizontal fracture in Satanka Shale at 85 feet 
• Per caliper log, horizontal fracture at 139 feet in epsilon sandstone 
• Per caliper log, multiple horizontal fractures in the delta member (e.g., 162, 

186, 215, and 234 feet) 
 
Figure 9 shows 41T3 construction and lithologic contacts using the geophysical 
information.  Using this information, on August 6, 2014, the City obtained a 
representative water sample from the Casper Aquifer at 41T3 (Wyoming Groundwater, 
2014).  A submersible pump was set at 105 feet and pumped at a rate of 37 gpm for 138 
minutes.  A plot of drawdown with time is shown on Figure 10.  Total drawdown at the 
end of pumping was 0.65 feet.  The calculated specific capacity of the well at this low 
pumping rate and short test duration was 57 gpm per foot of drawdown.  A semi-log 
Jacob straight-line analysis indicates a transmissivity value of approximately 75,000 
gpd/ft.  These relatively high specific capacity and transmissivity values suggest that the 
Casper Aquifer at 41T3 is very productive, although results may be less favorable at 
substantially higher production rates.  Water quality data from 41T3 are included in Table 
2. 
 
USE OF 41T3  
 
Before drilling began at JRA-1 and after it was apparent that JRA-1 was not going to 
provide adequate production, the consultant submitted proposed work plans to the City of 
Laramie and UW to collect additional data from 41T3.  These work plans proposed a 
short-duration 350 to 400 gpm pump test to better define the production characteristics of 
the Casper Aquifer at this location.  The differences in local transmissivity indicated by 
the brief testing at JRA-1 and 41T3, the possible water-level response at 41T3 to airlift 
production at JRA-1, the geophysical suggestion of nearby fracture zones, and the 
response of JRA-1 and 41T3 to pumping at the Turner wells (discussed below) all argue 
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for rigorous testing at 41T3 as a way to elucidate important aquifer characteristics in the 
off-course property. 
 
On August 2, 2016, the City of Laramie filed for and received a permit from the State 
Engineer’s Office for 41T3 as a monitoring well (Appendix B).  Although the City now 
has a permit for the well, access to the well is problematic because the well is located on 
UW property and a well access agreement between the City and UW has not been 
established.  Because the original permit had been cancelled and the well was not 
plugged and abandoned at that time, ownership and legal authority regarding the well is 
uncertain.  Regardless, on April 3, 2017, in response to a proposed work plan to pump 
test 41T3, Wyoming Groundwater received a notice from the City attorney denying 
access to the well and denying the request to conduct a pump test at 41T3.  The notice 
was provided to the WWDO and UW for review and consideration.  Upon review, the 
WWDO and UW directed Wyoming Groundwater to not pursue any further testing of 
41T3.  
 
FUTURE USE/VALUE OF 41T3 
 
41T3’s future use by the City or UW as a water level and water quality monitoring point 
is uncertain.  What 41T3 provides is a known location where the Casper Aquifer appears 
to have characteristics potentially supportive of a high-yield well.  There is nothing to 
prevent UW from exploring for and, perhaps, installing a high-yield well on UW property 
in the immediate vicinity of 41T3.   
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Figure 8 - Well 41T3 Geophysical Logs
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Figure 9 - 41T3 Construction Diagram
U.W. 158; T16N, R73W, Sec. 35, NENE

Construction Date: March 1942
Ground Elevation: 7352.75 ft AMSL
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CHAPTER 6 

SITE HYDROGEOLOGY 
 
This chapter provides an updated interpretation of the hydrogeology at the off-course 
property using information obtained from JRA-1 and subsequent water-level monitoring 
at JRA-1 and 41T3 during the spring and summer of 2017.    
 
STRUCTURAL GEOLOGY 
 
Figure 1 presents geologic outcrop mapping for the study area and Figure 11 presents an 
east-west cross-section through 41T3 and JRA-12.  Control points (i.e., points of known 
elevation) are indicated by the red dots on Figure 11.  The most precise points are the 
Satanka/Casper formation tops identified in logs of JRA-1 and 41T3, and the top of the 
delta member of the Casper Formation, a distinct and pervasive “first” Casper limestone 
bed in the study area3.   
 
Absent intermediate data, Figure 11 has been drawn by simply connecting the known 
points with straight lines.  This creates a “kink” at 41T3, reflecting the change in average 
dip from 1.3o between the outcrop of the delta limestone and 41T3, to an average dip of 
6.7o between 41T3 and JRA-1.  This compares reasonably well with dips mapped on 
outcrops (Ver Ploeg, 2009) of 3-4º on the delta member outcrop east of 41T3 and 7o on 
the Forelle outcrop just west of JRA-1.  Farther north and south along the flank of the 
Laramie Range, outcrop dips are generally 4o measured on both the delta limestone and 
the Forelle (Ver Ploeg, 2009). 
 
That the apparent dip between 41T3 and JRA-1 matches the 7o mapped on the Forelle 
outcrop immediately adjacent to JRA-1 suggests structural continuity between the two 
wells.  The much lower apparent dip between 41T3 and outcrop could reflect dip 
variations caused by folding or faulting.  For example, a higher actual dip could be 
reconciled to the observations by faulting (west side up).  Unfortunately, the underlying 
geology is obscured by Quaternary-age deposits, but the area around and east of 41T3 
may be impacted by multiple structural elements, listed below, based on mapped bedrock 
exposures to the north and east: 
 

• City Springs Fault and subparallel faults within the fault zone; 
• Jackrabbit Anticline; 
• Potential north-south faults associated with the southward extension of the 

Spur Fault Zone; and 
• A synformal feature reflected in the change in formation strike from N40E on 

either side of the valley between 41T3 and City Springs, to N-S in the area to 
the north. 

 
                                                 
2 The vertical exaggeration on Figure 11 makes the apparent thickness vary with dip. 
3 This contact is not shown on the general mapping of Ver Ploeg (2009) but can be observed in the drainage 
immediately south of the line of section. 
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Any of the above-listed structural features could be associated with the fracture 
enhancement of permeability necessary to produce high-yield wells in the Casper 
Aquifer.  However, these structural features are most notable east of the off-course 
property, creating a conflict between potentially favorable structure and decreased 
saturated thickness (i.e., the upper portion of the Casper Formation is unsaturated).   
 
The similarity of stratigraphic dip between JRA-1 and 41T3 with the dip of the Forelle 
Limestone on the adjacent ridge suggests that the strata between JRA-1 and 41T3 are 
relatively undisturbed by vertical displacements.  However, interpretations of downhole 
geophysical data (WyCEHG, 2017; Appendix D) at JRA-1 include apparent lithologic 
dips to the east such that the inference is made that “…some more complex structure 
[are] present to the east of JRA-1 which is adjusting the presumed structure [i.e., dip to 
the east]“.  There is an apparent contradiction between the downhole geophysical data 
and the conventional analysis of dips/structure based on control point elevations between 
wells and outcrop dips.  Resolution of this discrepancy is beyond the scope of this study, 
but may merit additional research in the future. 
 
WATER LEVELS AND GROUNDWATER FLOW 
 
Groundwater moves in response to elevation differences (“gradients”) such that 
groundwater flows “downhill” from a high water-level elevation toward a low water-
level elevation.  The following water-level elevations partially define those gradients: 
 
 JRA-1    7285 feet 
 41T3  7291 feet 
 City Springs 7276 feet 
 
City Springs is the major discharge point for the Casper Aquifer in this area.  These water 
level elevations demonstrate the ability of groundwater to flow from the area of JRA-1 
and 41T3 toward City Springs, as one would expect.  That the water elevation at JRA-1 is 
lower than at 41T3 reflects the regional westward gradient between the primary recharge 
area on the hillslopes east of 41T3 and discharge points along the toe of the hill and flow 
on westward into the deep basin. 
 
The Lamb No. 1 well (see Figure 1) provides an additional static water level elevation for 
the study area.  This well was completed in the Satanka Shale in the area north of JRA-1.   
The depth-to-water in this unused well was measured as 72.0 feet on 7/15/17.  Converted 
to an elevation, this is 7254 ft.  This elevation is lower than City Springs, demonstrating 
that the Satanka (at least at that location) is not part of the groundwater system feeding 
into City Springs. 
 
Finally, the anomalously high groundwater level measured in JRA-1 prior to installation 
of casing (discussed above) was at approximate elevation 7315 feet, substantially higher 
than any of the water elevations discussed above.  One potential explanation for this 
phenomenon is development of a local, perched water table in the epsilon sandstone 
recharged periodically by floodflows down the adjacent intermittent channel (Figure 1).  
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Surface water in this drainage will leave the small canyon and infiltrate into the exposed 
epsilon and, perhaps, into the epsilon through the lower portion of the Satanka Shale.   
 
AQUIFER TESTING 
 
The transmissivity of the Casper Aquifer varies widely in the Laramie area.  Aquifer test 
data for the Casper Aquifer in the study and surrounding areas, listed below, 
demonstrates this fact. 
 

• At 41T3, a brief test at relatively low discharge rate (138 minutes at 37 gpm) 
in 2014, indicated an effective near well aquifer transmissivity of 
approximately 75,000 gpd/ft.4 

 
• At the Spur Anticline (5 miles north of the study area), an aquifer 

transmissivity of 200,000 gpd/ft was calculated (Groundwater Technical 
Memorandum No. 2 in WWC Engineering, 2015). 

 
• At the Turner wells (½ mile south of the study area), a near-well aquifer 

transmissivity of 370,000 gpd/ft and a more distant effective transmissivity of 
68,000 gpd/ft are suggested by reported, test-based permeability and aquifer 
thickness values (Western Water Consultants, 1993; p. 23). 

 
• At the Soldier No. 1 well at Soldier Spring (4.7 miles south of the study area), 

July 1997 testing measured 9.3 feet of drawdown after pumping 1,800 gpm 
for 6 days (Wyoming Groundwater files). An effective aquifer transmissivity 
on the order of 500,000 gpd/ft is indicated. 

 
• May 2012 testing of a Casper Aquifer exploration well drilled for the South of 

Laramie Water & Sewer District (3 miles south of the study area) indicated a 
transmissivty of 600 gpd/ft.  The well experienced 550 feet of drawdown 
while producing only 50 gpm (Weston, 2012). 

 
• December 2012 testing of a Casper Aquifer test well at Simpson Springs (7 

miles south) indicated a transmissivity of 480 gpd/ft (Weston, 2013).  The test 
well fully penetrates the Casper Formation. 

 
The first comprehensive hydrogeologic evaluation of the aquifer in the Laramie area was 
that of Lundy (1978), who suggested a generic Casper Aquifer transmissivity of 1,000 
gpd/ft. 
 
Within this context, the calculated transmissivity of 600 gpd/ft at JRA-1 is not unusual 
and is interpreted to reflect inter-granular permeability and non-fractured conditions. 
 
 

                                                 
4 Based on slope of “Jacob” plot of drawdown vs log time.  (Wyoming Groundwater, 2014) 
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Response to Pumping at the Turner Wells – Spring/Summer 2017 
 
The natural groundwater output from the City Springs area is approximately 1.6 million 
gallons per day (mgd; or 1100 gpm).  When the Turner Wellfield is active, this water, and 
more, is extracted via the Turner No. 1 and No. 2 wells.  City records for May - July of 
2017 identify the average discharge of the Turner No. 1 well as 1,788 gpm, and of the 
Turner No. 2 as 1,962 gpm.  For the present purpose, City Springs is assumed to be 
coincident with the Turner No. 2 well (see Figure 1), so when the Turner No. 2 well is 
pumping, the increase in groundwater discharge from that area is approximately 862 
gpm.  Assuming groundwater levels throughout the aquifer are equilibrated to the natural 
flow from City Springs, turning on the Turner No. 2 well has the same effect as turning 
on a 862 gpm well in a static (no natural discharge) aquifer, and drawdown impacts from 
that pumping will spread into the aquifer accordingly5. 
 
Thus, a rough pump test of the larger aquifer area between JRA-1 / 41T3 and City 
Springs is provided by the operation of the Turner Wellfield.  Table 3 presents the 
“pumping” history of the Turner wells over the period from 5/15/2017 to 6/6/2017, an 
interval in which production increased quickly after a week of no pumping.  Turner No. 1 
and Turner No. 2 are graphed separately because they are 5,220 and 4,240 feet away from 
JRA-1, respectively, and the farther away the point of production, the less the drawdown 
impact at a monitoring point for the same production rate.   
 
The impact of pumping the Turner wells is obvious in the response at JRA-1 and 41T3 
shown on Figure 12. 
 

• water levels begin to decline as soon as Turner No. 2 comes on at the 
beginning of the plot 

 
• decline is arrested once the well quits pumping, then continues as the well 

pumps more 
 

• decline is accelerated with the addition of pumping from Turner No. 1 
 

• water levels recover (rises) somewhat when the Turner No. 1 well is turned 
off 

 
Water levels in JRA-1 and 41T3 were automatically recorded at 5-minute intervals during 
this period.  Close comparison of the response at JRA-1 and 41T3 to the initiation of 
Turner No. 2 pumping reveals the first measurement of drawdown impact (the first 
drawdown measurement of a continuing decline was 0.003 feet) at 41T3 occurred at 25 
minutes, whereas the first measurement of drawdown at JRA-1 occurred at 155 minutes 
(the first drawdown measurement of a continuing decline was 0.005 feet), despite JRA-1 
being 900 feet closer to Turner No. 2.   
 
                                                 
5 The drawdown impacts of the increase in discharge due to well pumping are superimposed on the 
background drawdown created by the natural discharge of the springs. 
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Similarly, 41T3 responded sooner and at greater magnitude to subsequent changes in the 
combined Turner No. 1 and No. 2 pumping.  For example, near the end of the period, 
when Turner No. 1 goes off, 41T3 responds within 110 minutes, whereas water level 
recovery at JRA-1 doesn’t begin for 555 minutes.  In summary, the timing of drawdown 
and recovery suggests that 41T3 has a more intimate hydraulic connection with the 
fracture system penetrated by the Turner wells than does JRA-1. 
 
For the present purpose, the aquifer is idealized by application of the Theis Equation, the 
most common representation of groundwater flow in geohydrologic practice.  It 
simplifies the aquifer as a “sandbox” - with the same basic characteristics in all directions 
and extending to the limits of testing impacts.  This is clearly a substantial simplification 
of the complex structure of Casper Aquifer in this area, but provides a first approximation 
of aquifer behavior.  (More elaborate aquifer modeling informed by detailed monitoring 
data at more points might usefully elucidate the details of aquifer behavior.) 
 
Figure 13 presents the JRA-1 drawdown data along with the theoretical drawdown in an 
idealized aquifer subject to this same pumping impact.  The modeled aquifer parameters 
of 13,000 gpd/ft transmissivity and 0.0028 storage coefficient produced an approximate 
match with the observed water level responses. 
 
Figure 14 presents the same analysis of drawdown measured at 41T3 over the same, 5/15 
to 6/6/17 pumping period at the Turner Wellfield.  In this case, the suggested aquifer 
parameters are 20,000 gpd/ft and 0.0017. 
 
(Note the similarity of these values to the 20,000 gpd/ft transmissivity suggested by the 
possible response of 41T3 to airlift production at JRA-1 discussed above.) 
 
The storage coefficients suggested by these data are typical of a “confined” aquifer, i.e., 
that water in the effective portion of the Casper Aquifer is confined beneath the overlying 
Satanka Shale, like by the lid on a pressurized vessel.   
 
The transmissivity values suggested by this analysis are, as expected, intermediate 
between the high values at the Turner wells themselves and the much lower value 
indicated by testing of JRA-1.  Presumably, this is a function of water being drawn from 
the fractured aquifer in the immediate vicinity of the Turner wells, with drawdown 
impacts spreading out into the less-fractured aquifer some distance from the intersection 
of major faults at the Turner wells.  That both 41T3 and JRA-1 experienced similar 
drawdown magnitudes is consistent with the hypothesis of a zone of enhanced 
permeability extending northward beneath the study area from the Turner wells.  This is 
also consistent with Dr. Carr’s interpretation of surface geophysical surveys across the 
off-course property, i.e., an approximately north-south fracture system providing 
opportunity for enhanced groundwater flow in that orientation. 
 
The somewhat higher transmissivity indicated by the response at 41T3 and, more 
importantly, the much different transmissivities suggested by testing at the two individual 
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wells themselves, suggests that 41T3 has superior connection to such a zone than does 
JRA-1.   
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Start time End Time
Duration 

(hrs)
Avg Flow at City 
Springs (MGD)

5/15/17 7:07 5/15/17 13:45 6.62 5.4

5/29/17 23:15 5/30/17 12:31 13.27 5.4
5/31/17 6:50 6/1/17 5:55 23.09 5.4
6/2/17 0:04 6/2/17 13:05 13.01 5.4
6/3/17 1:41 6/3/17 8:42 7.01 5.4
6/4/17 0:21 6/4/17 11:01 10.67 5.4
6/5/17 2:32 6/5/17 13:30 10.96 5.4

Start time End Time
Duration 

(hrs)
Avg Flow at City 
Springs (MGD)

5/12/17 23:00 5/15/17 19:06 70.09 2.8
5/16/17 5:16 5/17/17 8:36 27.32 2.6

5/26/17 4:45 5/26/17 17:03 12.3 2.6
5/28/17 12:15 6/2/17 15:01 122.78 3.7
6/2/17 23:48 6/3/17 13:40 13.87 4.2
6/3/17 22:48 6/6/17 15:38 64.84 4.1

Source: City of Laramie data files

Table 3 - City of Laramie Turner Well Activity
 May - June, 2017

Flow beyond natural spring discharge is approx. 862 gpm.

Turner 2

Turner 1

no pumping for 12 days

no pumping for 9 days

Flow is in addition to Turner No. 2, i.e. 1962 gpm



 
CHAPTER 7 

HYDRAULIC INTERFERENCE EVALUATION AND OPINION 
 
This section addresses the potential for interference between a new, irrigation-supply well 
for Red Jacoby Golf Course and other, existing users of the Casper Aquifer.  The 
following discussion was developed for the October 2016 Technical Memorandum of this 
project.  The discussion has been modified slightly based on subsequent findings and to 
avoid repetition with other sections of the present report.  Because a production well 
adequate to meet golf course irrigation demands was not identified over the course of this 
project, the potential interference of such a well remains speculative. 
 
Pending identification of a specific site and the construction and testing of a production 
well adequate for the golf course, this analysis is preliminary and considers potential sites 
anywhere within the study area (i.e., the golf course and the off-course University-owned 
land immediately to the east).  Assessment of potential interference should be developed 
as part of the testing program for any high-yield well that is constructed in the future. 
 
“Interference” can be classified into two types: 1) interference with a senior water right as 
a matter of water law; and 2) general interference, in the sense of any negative impacts on 
the operation of other wells.  Interference can occur in several ways: 1) a negative impact 
on the water level in another well; 2) a negative impact on the long-term 
availability/sustainability of water production from the aquifer; and 3) a negative impact 
on the quality of groundwater available from the aquifer.  Each of these factors will be 
addressed in this chapter. 
 
BACKGROUND ON INTERFERENCE 
 
Water-Rights Interference 
 
Relevant water law is found in the following statutes: 
 
WS 41-3-911. - “Authority to order interfering appropriator to cease withdrawals of 
water; hearing complaints by appropriators.” 
 

(a)  “Whenever a well withdrawing water for beneficial purposes shall interfere 
unreasonably with an adequate well developed solely for domestic or stock uses 
as defined in W.S. 41-3-907, whether in a control area or not, the state engineer 
may, on complaint of the operator of the stock or domestic well, order the 
interfering appropriator to cease or reduce withdrawals of underground water, 
unless such appropriator shall furnish at his own expense, sufficient water at the 
former place of use to meet the need for domestic or stock use. In case of 
interference between two (2) wells utilizing water for stock or domestic use as 
defined in W.S. 41-3-907, the appropriation with the earliest priority shall have 
the better right.” 
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(b)  “Any appropriator of either surface or underground water may file a written 
complaint alleging interference with his water right by a junior right. ... Upon 
receiving the complaint and fee, the state engineer shall undertake an 
investigation to determine if the alleged interference does exist. Following the 
investigation, the state engineer shall issue a report to all interested parties stating 
his findings. The report may suggest various means of stopping, rectifying or 
ameliorating the interference or damage caused thereby.” 

 
WS 41-3-916. - “Priority of rights when 1 source of supply.” 
  

“Where underground waters in different aquifers are so interconnected as to 
constitute in fact one source of supply, or where underground waters and the 
waters of surface streams are so interconnected as to constitute in fact one source 
of supply, priorities of rights to the use of all such interconnected waters shall be 
correlated and such single schedule of priorities shall relate to the whole common 
water supply. The state engineer may by order adopt any of the corrective controls 
specified in W.S. 41-3-915.” 

 
WS 41-3-933. - “Express conditions limiting rights of appropriator; additional 
conditions.” 
  

“It is an express condition of each underground water permit that the right of the 
appropriator does not include the right to have the water level or artesian pressure 
at the appropriator's point of diversion maintained at any level or pressure higher 
than that required for maximum beneficial use of the water in the source of 
supply. The state engineer may issue any permits subject to such conditions as he 
may find to be in the public interest.” 

 
Interpretation and application of these statutes falls under the authority of the Wyoming 
State Engineer (subject to appeal, of course), as informed by staff of the State Engineer’s 
Office Groundwater Division.  In terms of the technical analyses associated with 
groundwater rights, our experience finds the application of these statutes boils down to 
two key concepts6: 
 
1 - Water rights are regulated in priority.  Each water-right in Wyoming carries a priority 
date. In the case of wells, this is the date on which the application to put groundwater to 
beneficial use was received at the Wyoming State Engineer’s Office (WSEO).  “Priority” 
means a well owner with a 1943 priority right, for example, is protected from interference 
from a well with a 1957 priority. 
 
2 - An “adequate” well (see WS 41-3-911 (a) above) is one in which the owner has made 
all reasonable efforts to obtain the groundwater to which they are entitled.  Obvious 
criteria for such efforts include fully penetrating the aquifer and settings one’s pump at 

                                                 
6 This discussion in not intended to provide legal advice, for which appropriate counsel should be 
consulted.  Interested readers may wish to review specific interference studies conducted by WSEO staff, 
available on the WSEO website. 
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sufficient depth to extract the available water.  It is one’s right to obtain water from the 
designated source that is protected under Wyoming’s seniority system, not one’s ability 
to do so easily or inexpensively, or under the particular conditions to which one may have 
become accustomed. 
 
General Interference 
 
Drawdown interference.  The “drawdown” in a well is the difference between the static 
water level (the water level in the well absent pumping) and the level to which the water 
level falls in the well during pumping.  It is this difference that “pushes” water from the 
aquifer into the well.  Drawdown is greater under higher-discharge pumping; drawdown 
is greater in formations that produce water into a well less readily.  Drawdown is greatest 
at the pumped well and decreases outward from the well, creating what is commonly 
termed the “cone of depression” across the “zone of influence”.   Other wells within this 
zone will experience drawdown due to the pumping well’s groundwater withdrawals.  
The degree of such “interference” drawdown will depend on the rate and duration of 
pumping, the distance, and the nature of the intervening geologic material. 
 
Interference drawdown will increase the work necessary to lift water from the impacted 
well because the interference drawdown will add to that well’s own drawdown, thus 
lowering the pumping water level from which water is raised.  Depending on the 
particular situation, interference drawdown may be inconsequential, noticeable, 
problematic, or catastrophic. 
 
If interference drawdown is small, its effects may be indistinguishable from the normal 
variations in water level in the impacted well.  If interference drawdown is sufficient to 
leave the pump in an impacted well above the water level (or to eliminate the free flow of 
an artesian well), of course, the impacted well is rendered unusable without corrective 
actions.  Intermediate impacts may include reduced maximum discharge, extended 
recovery periods between pumping periods, etc.   
 
Mass-balance interference.   The long-term sustainability of a groundwater resource is a 
function of the balance between recharge, discharge, and storage.  Full sustainability is 
achieved where the long-term average discharge is no more than the long-term average 
recharge, with aquifer storage serving to buffer out short-term variations within those 
averages. 
 
Development of additional groundwater withdrawals will either reduce discharge 
elsewhere (either via natural features like springs or via other wells), increase recharge 
(e.g., via depletion of adjacent streams), or will lead to long-term depletion of the 
resource. 
 
Water-quality interference.   The construction of additional wells into an aquifer could 
produce water-quality impacts in two ways: 1) directly, by providing a conduit for entry 
of surface and near-surface contaminants into the aquifer, or by facilitating the 
commingling of groundwater from strata of varying quality; and 2) indirectly, by 
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supporting the development of potentially contaminating land use and infrastructure 
across the aquifer recharge area. 
 
INTERFERENCE EVALUATION 
 
Existing Wells 
 
Figure 15 shows the groundwater permits of record (Wyoming State Engineer’s Office 
permit files/GIS) within one mile of the “off-course property” area for this project that 
are judged to be potentially completed in the Casper Aquifer.  (Formations are not 
identified in WSEO records; we have made the “Casper” assignment based on reported 
well location and depth.)  While groundwater levels in overlying formations may 
ultimately reflect hydraulic connections with the Casper Aquifer, such connections are 
assumed to be sufficiently diffuse (in space and time) to present no potential interference 
issues within the scope of this analysis.  Thus, completion in the Casper is our initial 
screening criterion. 
 
Also screened from the complete listing of groundwater permits are those for wells 
constructed simply to monitor water levels or groundwater quality, permits for 
enlargements of existing wells, and permits for wells not constructed7.  This leaves 10 
potential points of conflict with a proposed golf course irrigation well.  Basic information 
for each of these wells is provided in Table 4.  (For the City of Laramie and LCCC wells, 
the locations on Figure 15 are precise; for others, the locations are only to the permit-
listed Qtr/Qtr Section.) 
 
Closest, i.e., most likely to experience interference, is the City of Laramie Turner No. 2 
well, which is in active use for municipal supply.  The following analysis is focused on 
that well as the potential point of greatest impact, although the same considerations and 
principles apply to any other well within the zone of influence of a golf course irrigation 
well. 
 
Drawdown Estimation  
 
The simplest (and most widely used) aquifer model is that of the Theis Equation, which 
can be used to estimate drawdown with respect to time in a homogeneous and isotropic 
aquifer that extends uniformly to beyond the zone of influence (i.e., a “sandbox”).  This 
equation uses the following parameters: 
 
Discharge - Set at 333 gpm in this case, i.e., the daily average production rate for a future 
golf-course irrigation well.  While the target instantaneous production rate of 1,400 gpm 
would obviously create more drawdown at the pumping well than would 467 gpm, the 
anticipated 8-hour drawdown “pulses” would average out with increasing distance from 

                                                 
7 A long-idle permit for JRC-1 (P165500W) is held by the University; eventual construction of a well under 
this permit is considered to be unlikely. 
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the pumping well.  At the distances of concern here, the seasonal daily average 
adequately reflects what the wider aquifer would experience8.  
 
Time - We have assumed continuous pumping over a 90-day irrigation period.  
(Drawdown changes are most dramatic in the early days of a pumping period; the 
differences between 90-day and 120-day calculations are negligible under the aquifer 
assumptions used here. 
 
Distance - The closest point within the area of investigation to the closest Laramie 
municipal well (Turner No. 2) is 1,800 feet.   The farthest point is the NE corner of the 
area of investigation, at 5,000 feet from Turner No. 2.) 
 
Aquifer Transmissivity - The above discussion (Chapter 6) suggested a Jacoby-to-Turner 
transmissivity on the order of 20,000 gpd/ft based on evaluation of 2017 pumping 
impacts at JRA-1 and 41T3.  (A substantially higher effective transmissivity might be 
realized if an “ideal” zone of enhanced permeability were identified and exploited for a 
golf-course irrigation well.)   The minimum viable local transmissivity for an irrigation 
well can be estimated based on a maximum acceptable drawdown.  Assuming the largest 
acceptable at-the-production-well drawdown for such a well would be approximately 240 
feet9, a minimum transmissivity of 6,500 gpd/ft is required.   
 
Aquifer Storativity - Aquifer storage properties are difficult to assess without detailed 
testing.  Drawdown impacts will be largest and will spread most quickly in a “confined” 
aquifer, i.e., one in which water is released through compression rather than actually 
draining aquifer material.  Based on the drawdown observations made at JRA-1 and 41T3 
in May – July, 2017 (discussed above), a confined storage coefficient is appropriate in 
this case.  A generic confined aquifer storativity of 0.001 is used here.  (Confined 
aquifers transmit drawdown impacts much more quickly than unconfined aquifers.  Thus, 
use of a confined-aquifer storage coefficient is conservative for this application.) 
 
Although it is quite unlikely that the Casper Aquifer beneath the study area would behave 
in just the idealized manner modeled by the Theis Equation, calculations are instructive 
in bracketing the general order of potential impacts.  Using the smallest potentially viable 
transmissivity value of 6,500 gpd/ft generates the largest drawdown at 1,800 feet, i.e., 33 
feet of drawdown, at the end of a 90-day pumping period.  (At 5,000 feet distance, that 
value is reduced to 17 feet.)  Of course this transmissivity does not prevail at all points 
between and around the subject wells.  At the Turner wells, the transmissivity is known 
to be vastly higher, greatly attenuating the drawdown impact of wells in the surrounding 
area. 
 

                                                 
8 Theis Equation calculations confirm that the 90-day drawdown at 467 gpm is greater than the 8-hr. 
drawdown at 1000 gpm for the range of transmissivities examined here. 
9 240 feet is the projected available drawdown to the top of the Casper on the west side of the Forelle 
Ridge; the minimum acceptable transmissivity increases to the east as the available drawdown to the top of 
the Casper decreases. 
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Using the 20,000 gpd/ft value suggested by the 2017 observations, the interference 
drawdown estimated at a distance of 1,800 feet using the Theis Equation is 14 feet. 
 
Using the 250,000 gpd/ft value indicated by the 2005 Turner Wellfield pump testing, the 
Theis Equation calculates an irrigation well interference drawdown at 1,800 feet to be 1.6 
feet. 
 
As discussed in previous sections, the permeability distribution in the aquifer in this case 
is almost certainly highly heterogeneous, with groundwater flow concentrated along 
zones of fracturing and of dissolution of limestones and the carbonate cement in 
sandstones10.  The 2005 test of the Turner wells produced 8 feet of drawdown in monitor 
well SHFCA-1 located 2,500 feet to the south.  This is not notably inconsistent with the 
4.9 feet of drawdown measured at 41T3, at the greater distance of 5,500 feet to the north.  
But there were only 3 feet of drawdown in monitor well SHFCA-2 located 3,200 feet 
southeast11.  This suggests permeability may be higher along a roughly north-south axis 
through the Turner Wellfield than along an east-west axis, i.e., drawdown extends more 
readily in one direction than another. 
 
Conclusion: The potential impact of a 467 gpm average production golf course irrigation 
well on the nearest existing user of the Casper Aquifer (the City’s Turner No. 2 well) 
would almost certainly be less than 15 feet.   
 
Water-Rights Interference 
 
Figure 16 presents the construction of the Turner No. 1 and Turner No. 2 wells.  Key 
points with respect to the ability of these wells to fully exercise their water rights: 
 

• Neither well fully penetrates the aquifer12.  There are some 430 feet of Casper 
Aquifer beyond the completion depth of the Turner No. 2 well, and 570 feet 
beyond the completion depth of the Turner No. 1 well.  Were interference 
drawdown to be so extreme as to compromise either wells’ access to 
groundwater, additional drilling would certainly provide additional access to 
water. 

 
• Pumps in the Turner wells are set at the bottom of the casings but 

considerably above the bottom of each well.  While this is good engineering 
practice, and is recommended for a golf course irrigation well, it does not 
maximize the available drawdown.  Given the demonstrated production of the 
Turner wells, setting the pumps deeper (perhaps shrouded to reduce 
cascading-water impacts or with additional well casing installed) would 

                                                 
10 Such heterogeneity has been most dramatically documented in the Casper Aquifer in the surrounding 
area by detailed drilling and testing along the Spur Anticline (Western Water Consultants, 1997b). 
11 SHFCA-2 has since been plugged and abandoned. 
12 It is also clear that no other well on Table 1 fully penetrates the Casper Aquifer. 
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almost certainly mitigate the effects of interference drawdown from a golf 
course irrigation well13. 

 
Conclusion: There is no indication that pumping of a irrigation well for the Red Jacoby 
Golf Course would create sufficient interference at City wells to justify priority 
regulation of the golf course irrigation well. 
 
Operational Interference 
 
As reported in Tech Memorandum No. 1 of the 2015 Laramie Master Plan (WWC 
Engineering, 2015), “When the Turner wells are repeatedly operated simultaneously for 2 
to 3 weeks, aquifer recovery mechanics (see Technical Memorandum No. 2) will reduce 
the pump run-times for subsequent pumping periods.” 
 
Thus, the performance of these wells is already limited by the existing drawdown14 under 
certain circumstances.  Imposition of any additional drawdown, e.g., interference 
drawdown from a golf course irrigation well, will thus have some impact on Turner well 
operations.  Under current operations, that impact would express itself as an incremental 
increase in the well recovery times during peak production periods.  The Turner No. 2 
well currently operates with an available drawdown of approximately 92 feet (i.e., pump 
setting + head at ground surface – 10 feet of water above pump).  Interference drawdown 
of 3 feet, for example, would reduce that value by 3%.   
 
Compensating for any such operational impact, of course, would be the reduced demand 
on the municipal water supply provided by switching golf course irrigation from the 
municipal system (e.g., the Turner Wellfield) to a dedicated on-site irrigation well.  As 
detailed in the 2015 Water Master Plan (WWC Engineering, 2015), the day-to-day 
operation of the Laramie municipal system involves complex balancing of river and 
wellfield supplies to optimize storage, system hydraulics, operational/treatment expenses, 
in-system water chemistry, and other factors.  How dropping the demand of the golf 
course would impact the full operation of the system is beyond the scope of this 
investigation. 
 
Mass-Balance Interference 
 
As discussed above, to maintain a mass balance, the addition of any consumptive use of 
groundwater from an aquifer must be balanced with: 1) a reduction in pumping 
elsewhere; 2) a reduction in the natural discharge of the aquifer; 3) an increase in 
recharge (e.g., stream depletion); or 4) a reduction in aquifer storage (i.e., reduced aquifer 
water levels).  However, in this case, no additional consumptive use of groundwater is 
contemplated.  

                                                 
13 Worst case is that particularly productive strata at the top of the aquifer would be dewatered, but there is 
no indication that the remaining saturated thickness would not be able to fully support the water-right 
production rate. 
14 This includes each well’s own drawdown and the interference drawdown from the other well.  These 
wells are 1,100 feet apart. 
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As described in the 2015 Master Plan (WWC Engineering, 2015), the City water supply 
is a combination of groundwater from the Casper Aquifer - Spur, Turner, and 
Pope/Soldier wellfields - and treated surface water from the Laramie River.   The 
operational sequence is to meet base demands with the free flow of the Soldier No. 1 well 
and the water treatment plant, and to pick up summer peaks beyond that by turning on the 
Turner Wellfield (e.g., WWC Engineering, 2015; Groundwater Technical Memorandum 
1, pp. 3, 7) and if still more water is needed, pumping the Pope and Spur wellfields.   
 
Thus, the decline in demand created by dropping the irrigation of the golf course from the 
City system may well be reflected in correspondingly less groundwater production from 
the Turner Wellfield.  Essentially, this transfer of supply would simply move the point of 
withdrawal from the Casper Aquifer by 0.5 to 1 mile, from the Turner Nos. 1 and 2 wells 
to a new, dedicated golf course irrigation well.  That the proposed project creates no net 
increase in water consumption virtually precludes an increased draw on the aquifer. 
 
A potentially related issue is the status of a replacement water-supply for the golf course 
under the terms of the Platte River Recovery Implementation Program.   However, since 
the fundamental basis for that program is assessment of net depletions, and no change in 
net depletions will result, there appears to be little cause for concern.  How the change in 
delivery route from aquifer to golf course might impact depletion accounting with respect 
to City of Laramie benchmarks is beyond the scope of this evaluation. 
 
Water-Quality Interference 
 
The objective of this project was to develop an irrigation-supply well for the existing Red 
Jacoby Golf Course.  No additional development beyond the well itself would be 
associated with the construction of this well.  There would be no associated expansion of 
potential groundwater-quality impacts, e.g., a larger golf course, homesites, maintenance 
facilities, etc. 
 
If, in the future, slim-hole exploration borings are constructed in association with the 
search for an irrigation well site, those holes should either be plugged and abandoned in 
conformity with SEO and DEQ specifications or properly completed as cased and sealed 
monitor wells.  Any production well(s) should be continuously sealed to the top of the 
Casper Aquifer.  Thus, well construction would not compromise the function of the strata 
overlying the aquifer in limiting the potential infiltration of surface and near-surface 
contaminants (if any) into the aquifer. 
 
A production well should be completed entirely and solely within the Casper Aquifer, 
precluding the potential to create a conduit for commingling with poorer water-quality 
strata. 
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INTERFERENCE EVALUATION CONCLUSIONS    
 
Under the proposed Red Jacoby Golf Course irrigation well: 
 
1.   Interference with existing users of the Casper Aquifer would be quite unlikely to be 
of sufficient magnitude to support a water-rights claim under current SEO policy. 
 
2.  Drawdown interference could have a small incremental impact on operation of 
existing wells (e.g., Turner Wellfield) that are currently seasonally constrained by 
available drawdown. 
 
3.  The absence of a net increase in groundwater consumption would preclude long-term 
mass-balance impacts to the aquifer or to existing users. 
 
4.  Proper well construction and abandonment would preclude groundwater-quality 
impacts to existing users. 
 
5.    While potential interference impact should be considered on an “all else being equal” 
basis, it need not be a priority criterion for well siting in the study area. 
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Permit Static Water Total
Permit No. Priority Twp Rng Sec Qtr/Qtr Applicant Facility Use Yield (gpm) Level (ft) Depth (ft)
P173003W 12/19/2005 15 73 1 SWNW Laramie Valley Chapel LVC #1 MIS 10 43 300
P173596W 3/16/2006 15 73 2 NWNW Matthew B. Clark KINGHILL WELL - 1 DOM 25 48 360
P170575W 10/19/2005 15 73 2 NWNE LCCC Foundation LCCC - WW #1 MIS 220 18 263
P170576W 10/19/2005 15 73 2 NWNE LCCC Foundation LCCC - WW #2 MIS 220 18 223
P178312W 3/16/2006 15 73 2 SENE M & W Investments M&W INVESTMENTS -1 MIS 50
P55507W 1/30/1981 15 73 2 NENW City of Laramie TURNER #1 MUN 1400 6 240
P202452W 7/18/2014 15 73 3 SENE Travis Olson TOLSON-1 DOM 25 50 150
P201362W 11/8/2013 15 73 3 SENE Paul  Harrison (City of Laramie) LAPRELE NO. 1 MIS 220 +48 880
P201363W 11/8/2013 15 73 3 NWNE Paul  Harrison (City of Laramie) LAPRELE NO. 2 MIS 220 +46 475
P55508W 1/30/1981 16 73 35 SESW City of Laramie TURNER #2 MUN 1400 flowing 350

Notes: 1. "permit yield" may or may not correspond with actual yield
2.  absence of water level and depth data may indicate well has not been constructed

Table 4 - Casper Aquifer Groundwater Permits Within 1 Mile of Off-Course Property



 
CHAPTER 8 

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
 
Although this project did not result in completion of a high-yield well to serve the Jacoby 
Golf Course, it has provided an additional data point to define the complex hydrogeology 
of the Casper Aquifer in this area.  The experience of JRA-1 highlights the importance of 
a systematic aquifer-evaluation program, including slim-hole drilling to verify local 
permeability conditions.  Based on the convergence of potentially permeability-
enhancing structural elements, very limited pump test data from 41T3, the hydraulic 
response of 41T3 and JRA-1 to Turner Wellfield pumping, and geophysical evidence for 
stratigraphic disruptions, it is our professional opinion that high-yield wells are possible 
on the off-course property, and that future efforts are best directed to the eastern portion 
of that property. 
 
In the future, if UW wants to pursue irrigation of the golf course using alternative 
sources, the following provides a brief description of approaches for UW to consider. 
 
CASPER AQUIFER – OFF-COURSE PROPERTY 
 
Based on information and analysis provided in this report, we continue to believe that 
high-yield wells are possible on the off-course property.  Success will require adequate 
funding for an exploration program similar to the general approach described in Chapter 
3 and, more specifically, in Scenario #2.  After a slim hole exploration program identifies 
a location(s) with potentially adequate aquifer permeability, a large-diameter production 
well(s) can be designed and installed commensurate with production estimates derived 
from slim hole data. 
 
If UW can afford the infrastructure needed to convey water to the golf course from the 
east end of the off-course property, a more direct alternative is to verify 
permeability/production characteristics based on a pump test of 41T3 or using slim holes 
in the immediate vicinity of 41T3, followed by a large diameter production well 
commensurate with production estimates.  
 
CASPER AQUIFER - TURNER WELLFIELD – TURNER NO. 2 
 
As described in the 2015 Laramie Water Master Plan (WWC Engineering, 2015), the 
average annual production from the Turner Wellfield is less than the natural discharge of 
City Springs, demonstrating the potential for more aggressive pumping.  The Turner No. 
2 well has a production capacity in excess of 1,400 gpm and is located approximately 
2,500 feet due south of the golf course distribution system tie-in point.  (2,500 feet is 
comparable to or less than the distance required to connect a well near the location of 
41T3.)  The concept of dedicating production from  Turner No. 2 to golf course irrigation 
during the summer months through a “raw” water pipeline would require substantial 
technical analysis and discussion between the City and UW, but is presented here as a 
“brainstorming” option with a potential to benefit both the City and UW.   
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CHUGWATER AND FORELLE AQUIFERS 
 
Groundwater from the lower portion of the Chugwater Formation (Chugwater) is the 
source of groundwater for two UW campus irrigation wells (VAF No. 1, CEP No. 1) 
located approximately 0.7 and 1.1 miles west of the golf course (Weston, 2014 and 
2015).  These wells produce on the order of 100 gpm and at higher pump rates the well(s) 
produce red silt (pers. comm., Rich Allen). 
 
The lower portion of the Chugwater lies directly beneath the golf course with the Forelle 
Limestone and Satanka Shale beneath the Chugwater in succession.  At the golf course, 
the Chugwater receives recharge from the irrigation of the course and the detention of 
stormwater from residential subdivisions north and northeast of the course.  
Conceptually, the Chugwater may have a “mound” of groundwater beneath the course 
that could be used for irrigation (i.e., recycling of City-derived water).  The actual 
quantity and quality of groundwater available from the Chugwater and perhaps the 
underlying Forelle/Satanka are not known, but might usefully contribute to a reduction in 
the demand for City water for golf course irrigation.   
 
RESEARCH AND EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES AT OFF-COURSE 
PROPERTY 
 
The off-course property offers unique opportunities for applied research of the Casper 
Aquifer.  Characterization of a mountain-range front dual-permeability aquifer is a 
“leading edge” research topic that can benefit the research and educational objectives of 
the University of Wyoming and water management objectives of the State of Wyoming.  
The Department of Geology and Geophysics is currently conducting fractured-aquifer 
related research studies in the Vedauwoo (Blair-Wallis) area and on the crest of the 
Laramie Range.   
 
The surface and downhole geophysical surveys on the off-course property and at JRA-1 
and 41T3 can be viewed as initial steps toward using this property as a “field lab” for 
aquifer studies.  Data from state-of-the-art geophysical methods/equipment can be 
coupled with conventional data collection (i.e., drilling and aquifer testing) to verify and 
calibrate remote methods.  It is highly likely that any future research-based test well 
drilling on the off-course property will simultaneously further the objective of finding a 
high-yield well to irrigate the golf course.   
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APPENDIX A 
 
 

Tabulation of Driller Bid Proposals 
 
 
 



BID TABULATION: UW IRRIGATION WATER SUPPLY WELL PROJECT
Bid Opening: 4:00 on 10/27/2016

Nucor Layne Western White Mountain DC Drilling
1-A and 2-A 1-Series Schedule 2-Series Schedule 1-Series Schedule 2-Series Schedule 1-Series Schedule 2-Series Schedule 1-Series Schedule 2-Series Schedule

Bid Est. Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total Unit Total
Items Description Quantity Unit Price Price Price Price Price Price Price Price Price Price Price Price Price Price Price Price

1 Project Mobilization and Demobilization 1 LS $50,000 $50,000 $55,000 $55,000 $33,039 $33,039 $49,450 $49,450 $26,850 $26,850 $29,535 $29,535 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000 $40,000

2 Drill for, Furnish, Install, and Seal 270 LF $85 $22,950 $100 $27,000 $153 $41,310 $153 $41,310 $96 $25,920 $106 $28,512 $135 $36,450 $135 $36,450
7-inch Casing

3 Drill 6 1/4-inch Borehole 1000 LF $28 $28,000 $32 $32,000 $44 $44,000 $44 $44,000 $28.00 $28,000 $31 $30,800 $33 $33,000 $33 $33,000

4 Air-Lift Tests 12 Hours $550 $6,600 $600 $7,200 $350 $4,200 $350 $4,200 $900 $10,800 $990 $11,880 $400 $4,800 $400 $4,800

5 Rig Time 8 Hours $350 $2,800 $350 $2,800 $350 $2,800 $350 $2,800 $900 $7,200 $990 $7,920 $300 $2,400 $300 $2,400

6 Standby 20 Hours $200 $4,000 $200 $4,000 $350 $7,000 $350 $7,000 $900 $18,000 $990 $19,800 $50 $1,000 $50 $1,000

7 Plug Boreholes 1270 LF $7.50 $9,525 $9.00 $11,430 $9.00 $11,430 $9.00 $11,430 $6.60 $8,382.00 $7.26 $9,220 $6.45 $8,191.50 $6.45 $8,192

Total $123,875 $139,430 $143,779 $160,190 $125,152 $137,667 $125,841.50 $125,841.50
1/2-B thru -D

Bid
Items Description

1 Offset Mobilization and Demobilization 1 LS $18,000 $18,000 $20,000 $20,000 $18,070 $18,070 $26,779 $26,779 $17,580 $17,580 $19,338 $19,338 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500
$20,000 $20,000 $25,000 $25,000 $18,070 $18,070 $26,779 $26,779 $17,580 $17,580 $19,338 $19,338 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500
$25,000 $25,000 $30,000 $30,000 $18,070 $18,070 $26,779 $26,779 $17,580 $17,580 $19,338 $19,338 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500 $2,500

2 Drill for, Furnish, Install, and Cement 30 LF
Surface Casing:
-  10-inch Production Well $300 $9,000 $300 $9,000 $515 $15,450 $515 $15,450 $141 $4,230 $155.10 $4,653 $206 $6,180 $206 $6,180
-   8-inch Production Well $300 $9,000 $300 $9,000 $525 $15,750 $525 $15,750 $163 $4,890 $179.30 $5,379 $170 $5,100 $170 $5,100
-  12-inch Production Well $400 $12,000 $400 $12,000 $940 $28,200 $940 $28,200 $196 $5,880 $215.60 $6,468 $227 $6,810 $227 $6,810

3 Drill for, Furnish, Install, and Cement: 280 LF
-  10-inch Casing $110 $30,800 $130 $36,400 $120 $33,600 $120 $33,600 $142 $39,760 $156.20 $43,736 $155 $43,400 $155 $43,400
-   8-inch Casing $120 $33,600 $125 $35,000 $100 $28,000 $100 $28,000 $120 $33,600 $132.00 $36,960 $135 $37,800 $135 $37,800
-  12-inch Casing $130 $36,400 $150 $42,000 $145 $40,600 $145 $40,600 $151 $42,280 $166.10 $46,508 $247 $69,160 $247 $69,160

4 Drill 9 7/8-inch Borehole 280 LF
-  9 7/8-inch Borehole $45 $12,600 $55 $15,400 $45 $12,600 $45 $12,600 $49 $13,720 $53.90 $15,092 $64 $17,920 $64 $17,920
-  7 7/8-inch Borehole $50 $14,000 $65 $18,200 $44 $12,320 $44 $12,320 $54 $15,120 $59.40 $16,632 $45 $12,600 $45 $12,600
-  11-inch Borehole $85 $23,800 $95 $26,600 $55 $15,400 $55 $15,400 $49 $13,720 $54 $15,092 $70 $19,600 $70 $19,600

5 Air-Lift Test and Well Development 4 Hours $550 $2,200 $600 $2,400 $450 $1,800 $450 $1,800 $1,250 $5,000 $1,375 $5,500 $425 $1,700 $425 $1,700

6 Rig Time 2 Hours $350 $700 $350 $700 $350 $700 $350 $700 $1,250 $2,500 $1,375 $2,750 $300 $600 $300 $600

7 Standby 6 Hours $200 $1,200 $200 $1,200 $350 $2,100 $350 $2,100 $1,250 $7,500 $1,375 $8,250 $50 $300 $50 $300

8 Furnish, Install, and Remove Pump Test 1 LS
Equipment and Water Conveyance
-  1000 gpm pump $35,000 $35,000 $35,000 $35,000 $21,850 $21,850 $21,850 $21,850 $81,600 $81,600 $89,760 $89,760 $16,500 $16,500 $16,500 $16,500
-   500 gpm pump $28,000 $28,000 $28,000 $28,000 $20,575 $20,575 $20,575 $20,575 $55,200 $55,200 $60,720 $60,720 $10,500 $10,500 $10,500 $10,500

9 Pump Test Operation 80 Hours
-  1000 gpm test $300 $24,000 $300 $24,000 $490 $39,200 $490 $39,200 $360 $28,800 $396 $31,680 $110 $8,800 $110 $8,800
-   500 gpm test $300 $24,000 $300 $24,000 $395 $31,600 $395 $31,600 $360 $28,800 $396 $31,680 $110 $8,800 $110 $8,800

Total B: 10-inch $133,500 $144,100 $145,370 $154,079 $200,690 $220,759 $97,900 $97,900
C: 8-inch $132,700 $143,500 $130,915 $139,624 $170,190 $187,209 $79,900 $79,900

D: 12-inch $160,300 $173,900 $167,920 $176,629 $204,860 $225,346 $125,970 $125,970

Total 1-A + 1-B $257,375 $283,530 $289,149 $314,269 $325,842 $358,426 $223,741.50 $223,741.50
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FORM U.1N. 5 ( 
Rev. 7/03 \ 
RLING FEE SCHEDULc 
ON REVERSE SIDE 

' \ I 

STATE C NYOMING 
OFFICE OF THt:·,ffATE ENGINEER 

HERSCHLER BLDG., 4-E CHEYENNE, WYOMING 82002 
(307) 777-6163 

. APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO APPROPRIATE GR0~~~0WATER sc-c J. 59 8 0 APPLICATION FOR wELLs AND sPRINGs flLMEo APR o 1 2005 
<t ,c _ .d ) Note: Only springs flowing 25 gallons per minute or less, where the proposed use is 
f> ~~ . 0 domestic and /or stock watering, will be considered as ground water appropriations. 

1; r/ 0 f FOR OFFICE U~~~y Temporary Filing No. U.W. 2).a~9-lo 3 3 
PERMIT NO. U.W. 16 ~ :'.) 0 ). NOTE: Do not fold this form. Use typewriter or print neatly 

1 ti with black ink. 
WATER DIVISION NO.-l- DISTRIQT ~ ALL ITEMS MUST BE COMPLETED BEFORE 
U.W. DISTRICT lam *1 ;-{, G kt ~°st APPLICATION IS ACCEPTABLE 

4. Use to which the water will be applied: 

D Domestic: 

D Stock Watering: 

J&' ?.~JonJ--' 
D Municipal: 

D Industrial: 

~Miscellaneous: 

D Coalbed Methane 

0 Monitor, Observation 

Use of water in 3 single family dwellings or less, noncommercial watering of lawns and gardens 
totaling one acre or less. Number of houses served?--. 

Normal livestock use at four tanks or less within one mile of well or spring. Stockwatering pipelines 
and commercial feedlots are a miscellaneous use. Number of stock tanks?_ . 

Watering of commercially grown crops (large-scale lawn watering of golf courses, cemeteries, 
recreation areas, etc., is miscellaneous use). 

Use of water in incorporated Towns and Cities. Note 1: use of water in unincorporated towns, sub
divisions, improvement districts, mobile home parks, etc. is classified as miscellaneous use. Note 2: 
a permit may be required by the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (WDEQ) if the well 
will be classified as a public water supply under the WDEQ's rules and regulations. 

Long term use of water for the manufacture of a product or production of oil/gas or other minerals 
(oil field water flood operations, power plant water supply, etc.). (Describe in REMARKS) 

Any use of water not defined under previous definitions such as stock water pipelines, subdivisions, 
mine dewatering, mineral/oil exploration drilling, potable supplies in office, etc Describe in Remarks. 
Note: a permit may be required by the WDEQ if the well will. be classified as a public water supply 
under the,...WDEQ's rules and regulations. 

Gio! t- Ccu.Ys e_ 
Water produced in the production of coal bed methane gas. Note: wells used in the production coal bed 
methane will require a permit from the Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission. 

Note: a WDEQ permit may be required 0 Test Well: (Describe in REMARKS) 

5. Location of the well or spring: (NOTE: Quarter-quarter j_40 acre subdivisi~MUST be shown. EXAMPLE: SE 1/ 4 NW 1 I 4 of Sec. 
12, :rownship 14 North, Range 68 West.) Nt:. 

ffi\?c.Ln~ County, .SW 11~4 fiW-1 /4 of Sec.~. T.~ N., R. 7:3 W. of the 6th P.M. (W.R.M.), 
Wyoming. 1fiocated in a platted subdivision, also rovide Lot/Tract _ Block __ of the ____________ _ 
Subdivision (or Add'n) of . Resurvey Location: Tract , (or Lot) _____ _ 

6. Estimated depth of the well or spring is :Z 00 feet. Estimated production interval is /OQ ft. to 7 00 ft. 

V. (a) MAXIMUM instantaneous flow of water to be developed and beneficially used: I, <;2 00 gallons per minute. 
NOTE: if for domestic and I or stock use, this application will be processed for a maximur4i of 25 gallons per minute. For a spring, 
after approval of this application, some type of artificial diversion or improvement must be constructed to qualify for a water right. 

(b) MAXIMUM volumetric quantity of water to eveloped and beneficially used per calendar year: C2 g 0 
Circle appropriate units: (Gallons) ere Feet A four person family utilizes approximately one (1) acre-foot of water per year 
or 325,000 gallons. 

8. Mark the point(s) or area(s) of use in the tabulation box below. 

TABULATION BOX (Se(' A- ~~,.L~e"" f- .SLe~I- ) 
TWP ANG SEC NE1td NW1t4 SW1t4 SE1t4 TOTAL 

NE1t4 NW1t4 SW1t4 SE1t4 NE1t4 NW1t4 sw114 SE1t4 NE114 NW1t4 SW1t4 SE114 NE1/4 NW1t4 SW1t4 SE114 
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I I 
Water from this well will tie into a common sprinkler system. This system will water a golf 
course at the following points of use. The sprinkler system is served by the City of 
Laramie's distribution system and may be served by the JRC-1 Well, Permit No. 
U.W. I l.D 55CO : A backflow valve will be placed in a manner, to not allow 
commingling of these waters. 

I 
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FORM UW: C&L,C4 
Rev: 5-10-93 

( 

PERMITNO.U.W. 165501 
T.F. No. U.W. 36-8-633 

PERMIT STATUS 

Priority Date September 91
\ 2004 

FEB 1 8 2005 
Approval Date:---------

September 27, 2004 -

October 7, 2004 -

SEO letter mailed to applicant advising of North Platte River hnplications. 

Written confirmation of applicant's appraisal of the North Platte River 
situation received with instructions to proceed with the application review and 
approval. See both letters filed in Miscellaneous Notices under Permit No. 

16550i . 
ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS AND LIMITATIONS: 

1. This well shall produce water only from the Casper Formation. The applicant must obtain written 
consent from the State Engineer before any ground water may be produced from any formation 
other than the Casper Formation. 

2. This well shall be cased with new or new-like casing and the annular space between the casing 
and the borehole wall shall be cemented from a depth of at least ten feet below the top of the 
Casper Formation to the land surface or to a depth of twenty feet if the well starts within ten feet 
of the top of the Casper Formation. 

3. A meter acceptable to the State Engineer shall be installed to measure the monthly quantity of 
water produced from this well and the instantaneous flow rate. The meter shall be calibrated 
prior to installation and at least once every three years to insure accuracy and these records shall 
be made available to the State Engineer upon request. 

4. All water level measurements reported to the State Engineer's Office shall consist of a 
description of the measurement point (e.g., top of casing, land surface), the height of the 
measuring point above the land surface, the elevation (in feet) of the land surface at the 
measuring point, the method of measuring the land surface elevation (e.g., topographic map, 
GPS, survey), the depth to the water surface (in feet) in the well as measured from the measuring 
point, the method of measuring the depth to water (e.g., electrical sounder, steel tape, sonic 
meter, airline), and the date and time of the measurement. 

5. An Annual Report shall be submitted to the State Engineer by February 151
h of each year for the 

prior January 1 to December 31 period and shall state the following: 
a) The well name, the State Engineer's Office permit number, the type of flow meter used 

and its serial number, 
b) The volume of water produced by the well for each monthly period (which should 

coincide approximately with calendar months) and the dates of the meter readings, 
c) At least one static water level measurement for each of the months of March and August 

obtained at least 24 hours after pumping has ceased, the prior pumping (flow) rate, the 
period of time the pump was off prior to measurement, and the date and time of the 
measurement, and 

d) At least one pumping water level measurement for the month of August obtained after the 
pump has been on for longer than the median pumping duration, the pumping (flow) rate, 
the period of time the pump was on prior to measurement, and the date and time of the 
measurement. 

All water level measurements collected by the permittee for this well shall be reported to the 
State Engineer in the Annual Report whether or not all the information required above was 
collected. 

MICRO 
FILMED APR 0 1 2005 



FORMUW: C&L,C4 
Rev: 5-10-93 

--· 
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PERMIT NO. U.W. 1655Q1 
T.F. No. U.W. 36-8-633 

PERMIT STATUS 

6. A pumping test (aquifer test) approved by the State Engineer shall be performed on any well 
completed with a permanent pump under this permit. The test shall be completed prior to use of 
the well. The purpose of the pumping test is to determine if interference to existing wells with 
senior water rights is likely to occur. During the pumping and recovery phases of the test, water 
levels shall be measured in the pumping well and in one, or more, nonpumping observation 
wells, which may have to be constructed by the permittee. A report with a description of the 
procedures used for the pumping test, a brief analysis, and a listing of all the data collected shall 
be submitted to the State Engineer no later than the deadline for the Statement of Completion and 
Description of Well or Spring (Form U.W. 6). After reviewing the report and considering any 
other pertinent data and analyses, the State Engineer may restrict the yield of this well to less 
than that previously approved in order to protect other appropriators from unreasonable 
interference. The permittee may not start using this well until notified by the State Engineer of 
the maximum allowable flow rate and the maximum annual production. The permittee shall 
notify the State Engineer within three months of any changes to the well or pump after 
completion of the pumping phase of the test. The permittee may perform other pumping tests of 
any design before or after completion of this well but all data collected shall be submitted to the 
State Engineer within three months of the completion of the tests. 

7. To establish baseline water level conditions, the permittee shall measure and report to the State 
Engineer water levels in selected water wells mutually agreed upon by the State Engineer and the 
permittee. Beginning on the date of the first beneficial use of water from this well (as reported 
on the Proof of Appropriation and Beneficial Use of Ground Water, Form U.W. 8), the following 
information for each selected well shall be included in the Annual Report and due by February 
15 for measurements in the prior January 1 to December 31 period: 

a) The well owner's name, the well name, the State Engineer's Office permit number, and 
b) At least one static water level measurement for each of the months of March and August 

obtained at least 4 hours after pumping has ceased, the prior pumping (flow) rate, if 
known, the period of time the pump was off prior to measurement, and the date and time 
of the measurement. 

Such measurements shall continue for a minimum of three years until such time as the State 
Engineer notifies the permittee that an adequate baseline has been established. In addition to the 
information required above, the permittee shall measure water levels in each selected well at 
least once prior to any use of the well for this permit, except for testing, and report these 
measurements along with the other data required for the Annual Report in the first Annual 
Report. 

8. The State Engineer may, upon written request, waive or modify all or any portion of these 
conditions and limitations. 

NUTICE Of ID\llJl.TIUri Of \\Wit rnn Cl1M9LET1".N ci E n 
An\DIOR &OMPlfl!ON OF BmEflClAL USE MAlWl ~ ll 

FEB 2 1 2006 MICRO 

FILMED 

29 ~~a· SCANNED SEP 3 0 2006 
APR 0. ·1 2005 

1rch 3, 2011- Extension of time for completion of construction and completion of beneficial use 
granted until June 4, 2011 due to failure to send Statutory Expiration letter. 
Permit holder informed of extension by le ter dated .MA.-R @ 3--2~11 

3fl/_z.c11 _ ~"' · , 'f0t' Date of Approval /'"G Li sa lndemann, Admini tra_t_o_r~~~~~~---
Grou d Water Divisio 

trch 18, 2011 - Request for extension of time for completion of construction and completion 
of beneficial use received and granted until December 31, 2012 . Letter of 
request filed in Miscellaneous Notices under Perit No. U.W. 165500 ·. Applicant 
notified of extension by letter da ted JAA.R 2 _ ?Qjj. ·· 

~ 
T ·J,.. ... T.;-.,.1,..._ ..... _ _ 
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PERMIT NO. U.W. 165501 

PERMIT STATUS 

PRIORITY DATE: September 9, 2004 APPROVAL DATE: February 18, 2005 

NOT'~r. n~ r,vo:-10 ~T!~'l QF !lMEFOR Caf~Pff.T''"' SEP_ 2-.8 2012 ', 
ANfJ1U1\ ·~'""' L.~., .... ; ur Btll£F1Clf\l USt llu\;~L.1,; . • • 

)ecember 20, 2012 - Request for extension of time for completion of construction and completion 
of beneficial use received and granted until December 31, 2014. Letter of 
request fil ed i n Miscellaneous Notices under Permit No. U.W. 165500. Applicant 
notified of extension by letter dated _JAN..2.a.~~1~--· There will be no more 
extens ons granted for this pe 

--- - -llr __ 4!?,(J ___ _ 
Date o Appro al 

NOTICE OF EXPIRATIOtl ~F TIME FOR COMl'l . /\'' 
AND/OR COMPLETION Uf OEllEFIC!nl USE Mliii.i:u SEP 3 0 2014 

Lisa Lindemann;-AJ~i~i;f;afo;-----------------
Ground Water Division 

SCANNED SEP 1 6 2014 

September 26, 2016 - Automatic extension of time granted for completion of construction 
and completion of beneficial use received and granted until December 31, 2017. Automatic 

extension granted due to failure to · send Statutory E~piration Letter~. 

CJ&l1il Admi~iStrator 
Ground Water Division 



HINCKLEY 
CONSULTING P.O. Box 452 • Laramie, WY 82073 + (307) 745-0066 

Groundwater Division 
Wyoming State Engineer's Office 
Herschler Building 4 E 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002 

RE: Permit No. U.W. 165501 

January 10, 2018 

Township 16, Range 73, Section 35, Quarter-Quarter NWNE 

Dear SEO: 

Please find enclosed the Statement of Completion for the above-referenced "miscellaneous well" 
permit (JRA-1 ), along with a well construction diagram, lithological log, geophysical log, and 
water quality data. 

Please give me a call if you have any questions about these documents. 

Sincerely, 

~ 
Chris Moody <J---
WYOMING GROUNDWATER, LLC 

attachment 

Groundwater • Water Rights • Water Resources 



FORMU.W.6 
Rev. 2/07 STATE OF WYOMING 

OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 

HERSCHLER BLDG., 4-E 

CHEYENNE, WYOMING 82002 

(307) 777-6163 

STATEMENT OF COMPLETION AND DESCRIPTION OF WELL OR SPRING 

I NOTE: Do not fold this form. Use typewriter 

1 or print neatly with black ink. 

PERMIT NO. U.W. 165501 NAME OF WELL (SPRING) JRA-1 ------------ ---·-----------
1. NAME OF OWNER University of Wyoming 

2. ADDRESS Physical Plant Room 112, 1000 E Univers,i_ty Avenue 
·--------------------0 Please check if address has changed from that shown on permit. 

City __ L_a_r_a_m_ie ___ _ State WY Zip Code 82071 Phone No. 307-766-2077 

3. USE OF WATER: 

0Monitor or Test 

Ooomestic D Stock Watering Dirrigation 0Municipal 01ndustrial [!]Miscellaneous 

D Coal Bed Melhane Explain proposed use (Example: One single family dwelling) 

4. LOCATION OF WELL (SPRING): NW 1/4 NE 1/4 of Section 35 ,T. 16 N.,R. 73 W., of the 6th P.M. (or W.R.M.) 
Subdivision Name Lot-- -- Block 

------
Resurvey Location Tract or Lot Datum 0NAD27 0NAD83 

-------

Geographic Coordinates: Latitude 410 19' 11.0" N Longitude 1050 32' 38.2" W (degrees, minutes, seconds) 

UTM: Zone Northing _____________ Easting (meters) 

State Plane Coordinates: Zone East FIPS 4901 Northing 298874.45 Easting 552537.323 (Feet) 

Land surface elevation (ft. above mean sea level) 7341.47 Datum: D NAVD29 D NAVD88 

Source: OGPS 0Map 0Survey 0Unknown OOther 0Altimeter (for elevation only) 

5. TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION: 0Drilled Mud Rotary Doug 0Driven Oother 
(type of rig, and fluid used, if any) 

Describe: 

6. CONSTRUCTION: Total Depth of Well/Spring 756.5 ft. 
Depth to Static Water Level 53.98 ft. (below land surface) Casing height 1.8 ft. above ground 

~~-----

a. Diameter of borehole (bit size) __ 15 ___ inches. 15 in. to 312 ft; 7 7/8 in. to 756.5 ft 

b. Casing Schedule 0New 0Used Joint type: 0Threaded 0Glued Owelded 
12 diameter from O ft. to 312 ft. Material steel Gage 0.375" wall 

diameter from ft. to ft. Material 
--- ---

diameter from ft. to ft. Material 

c. Cemented/grouted interval, from 0 ft. to 312 

Gage 
--------Gage 

ft. 

Amount of grout used: 150 sacks type: Neat cement 
{example: 10sacks) ----7(0e~xa-'m-'p'-le:~b~en~to~n'"tte~p~e1~101ws1~---------------

d. Type of completion: D Customized perforations 0 Open hole D Factory screen 
Type of perforater used 
Size of perforations --~in-c'h-es~by- inches. 
Number of perforations and depths where perforated: ---

perforations from ft. to feet. ----
----perforations from ft. to feet. 
Open hole from 312 ft. to 756.5 ft. 

Well screen details: 
Diameter: slot size: set from 
Diameter: slot size: -------set from 

e. Well development method air-lift 

ft. to 
ft. to 

ft. 
------ft. 

How long was well developed? 6 hours ------------- -----------
f. Was a filter/gravel pack installed? Oves 0No Size of sand/gravel 

ft. Filter/gravel pack installed from ft. to 
----- -----

g. Was surface casing used? 0Yes 0No Was it cemented in place? 
Surface casing installed from 0 ft. to 34 ft. 

0Yes 

7. NAME AND ADDRESS OF DRILLING COMPANY DC Drilling; 220 S Elm St., Lusk, WY 82225 

8. DATE OF COMPLETION OF WELL (including pump installation) OR SPRING (first used) 

9. PUMP INFORMATION: Manufacturer NA Type 

Jan. 1,2017 

---------------
Source of power Horsepower Depth of pump setting or intake 

----~-----

Amount of water being pumped gal./min.* (For springs or flowing wells, see item 10.) 
Total volumetric gallons used per calendar year.* 

10. FLOWING WELL OR SPRING (Owner is responsible for control of flowing well) 
If well yields artesian flow, yield is gal./min." Surface pressure is ____ lb./sq.inch, or ___ feet of water. 

The flow is controlled by: ovalve Ocap 0Plug 

Does well leak around casing? 0Yes D No 
'If these amounts exceed permitted amount an enlargement is required. 

Permit No. U.W. 165501 
-----------

Book No. _____ Page No. 

SEE REVERSE SIDE 

·-------·-·------------------------------~ 



11. IF SPRING, HOW WAS IT CONSTRUCTED? (Some method of artificial diversion, i.e., spring box, cribbing, etc., is 
necessary to qualify for a water right.) 

12. PUMP TEST: Was a pump test made? (8Yes ONo 
If so, by whom? Wyoming Groundwater 
Yield: 60 gal./min. with 192 
Yield: gal./min. with 

----

foot drawdown after 
foot drawdown after 

13. LOG OF WELL: Total depth drilled 756.5 feet. 

240 
-----

-----

~~~--~ 

Depth of completed well 756.5 feet. Diameter of well 15 inches. 
Depth to first water bearing formation ____ feet. 

minutes. 
hours. 

15" to 312 ft; 7 718" to 756.5 ft 

Depth to principal water bearing formation. Top 312 feet to Bottom 756.5 feet. 

DRILL CUTTINGS DESCRIPTION: 

From To Rock Type or Water Bearing? 
Feet Feet Description Formation (Yes or no) 

---f--~~~~---j 

Surface see attached lithological log I 
--t----+------------------~-~---- -r·-------------+---------1 

--t----+--------·--------------------f---------i--------i 

--+-------+---___j ' '·· 
I 

! 

~-~· 

---t-----t----·-------------~-----·---t---------+--------t 

' 

i i 

--t----+----+----------------------i!---------+-------i 

' ---------------t________ ------~ 

14. DOES A GEOPHYSICAL LOG ACCOMPANY THIS FORM? 0Yes 0No 

15. QUALITY OF WATER INFORMATION: 
Does a chemical and/or bacteriological water quality analysis accompany this form? 0Yes 0No 
It is recommended that chemical and bacteriologic water quality analyses be performed and that the report(s) be filed 
with the records of this well. (Contact Department of A~ulture, Analytical Lab Services, Laramie, 742-2984.) 
If not, do you consider the water as: 0Good LJAcceptable 0Poor 0Unusable 

REMARKS: A complete report on this well, "UW Irrigation Water Supply Level II Report" (2018) can be accessed online at 
the WRDS library under "Laramie" at http://library.wrds.uwyo.edu/wwdcrep1fwwdcrept.html. 

--~---~---------------

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this form and to the best of my knowledge and belief it is 
true, correct and complete. 

FOR STATE ENGINEER'S USE ONLY 

Permit No. U.W. 

Date of Receip.~t _____ _ Date of Approval 

Date of Priority~------ ________ _ 
for State Engineer 

. 20 
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Figure 5 - JRA-1 As-Built 
U.W. 165501; T16N, R73W, Sec. 35, NWNE 
Construction Dates: Nov. 29 - Dec. 31, 2016 

Ground Elevation: 7341.47 ft AMSL 
TOC Elevation: 7343.25 ft AMSL 
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JRA -1: LITHOLOGY AND DRILLING OBSERVATIONS LOG 
Chris Moody, P.G., Wyoming Groundwater, LLC; Bern Hinckley, P.G., Hinckley Consulting 
UW Irrigation Water Supply Level II Study 

General Comment: Cuttings were collected at 10 foot intervals from drilling fluid discharged during mud rotary drilling 
Depths and lithology are approximate and are subject to uncertainties associated with uphole materials and the 
lag time required to move cuttings up the borehole. 

All depths relative to ground surface. Ground surface elevation = 7341 .47 feet amsL 

Depth 
Interval, ft. 

0 - 52 

52 - 66 

66- 70 

70- 98 

98 

100-128 

128 -148 

148 - 232 

232 - 242 

242 - 252 

252 - 268 

268 - 312 

312 - 322 

322 - 345 

345- 365 

365 - 403 

Lithology Description 
Satanka Shale: O - 252 feet 
orange-red to red silty shale, rare very thin light grey siltstone, drills smooth throughout interval, no gypsum observed, 
this interval drilled with air-rotary and no groundwater observed from 0 - 52 feet. 

same as above. All drilling below 52 feet was mud- rotary. 

very fast drilling, sandstone w/ fn-gm quartz blebs (?), interval is highly permeable per loss of drilling fluid (1/4 of water 
truck) into formation 

drilling smooth in red silty shale, occasional chatter and chain wag, hole continues to take drilling fluid on order of 
50 to 60 gpm, during joint change at 88 feet the fluid level dropped 7 .5 feet below top of surface casing 

very fast drilling and brief lost circulation 

red shale and Siltstone with thin grey to yellow sandstone layers, drills alternating firm/soft and smooth/fast, rig chatter 
and oily film at 113 feet, during joint change at 128 feet the fluid level dropped to 5 feet below top of surface casing, hole 
still taking drilling fluid 

red shale and siltstone and thin sandstone layers as above. Fluid level holding at joint change at 148 feet indicates 
progressively less fluid loss to formation 

red shale and siltstone, occasional thin grey mottled siltstone, drills mostly firm and smooth with occasional thin hard 
and soft intervals, progressively less loss of drilling fluid to borehole from 148 to 175 feet, by 188 feet the fluid loss 
is relatively minor 

hard and slow drilling, very hard from 232 to 233 

red sandstone, red shale/siltstone, minor green and tan-grey siltstone, mushy silt/clay, drills alternating hard/soft 

Casper Formation: 252 - 756.5. feet 
drills soft and fast, cuttings are mix of red shale and red sandstone (from Satanka above), washed cutting samples 
show loose tan very fn-gm sand of epsilon, drills slightly "choppy" and faster in 263 to 267 interval. Top of Epsilion 
member at 252 feet. 

tan sandstone, very fn-grn, drills firm and smooth, no loss of drilling fluid, possible clay-rich (?) at 311 feet. 

limestone, grey, hard. Top of Delta member at 312 feet Drilling fluid is water (no mud additives) only from 312 to 
total depth. 

sandstone, multi-colored tan-grey-pink-yellow, loose sand cuttins, drills firm to hard with occasional soft/fast intervals 

limestone, grey and white, drills hard and slow 

sandstone, yellow-tan, loose sand, drills firm and slow, possible fractures at 368 to 370 feet per rapid drilling and chain 
motion, faster drilling from 401 to 403 feet, no loss of drilling fluid. Top of Gamma member at 403 feet 



403 - 419 

419-436 

436 -438 

438- 452 

452 - 465 

465- 479 

479- 499 

499 - 518 

518 - 530 

530 - 538 

538 - 663 

663- 669 

669- 675 

675 - 678 

678 - 698 

713 - 716 

716 - 727 

727 - 733 

733- 756 

756.5 

limestone, grey, drills hard and slow, no drilling fluid loss 

sandstone, tan and yellow, drills fast to very fast from 424 to 430 feet, bit fall from 432 to 434 feet, potential zone of 
soft sandstone/fractures from 424 to 434 feet. no noticeable loss of drilling fluid. 

limey sandstone, drills hard and slow but quiet 

sandstone, tan and yellow, drills firm with occasional thin soft layers 

limestone, white and grey, drills hard and slow. 

silty sandstone, tan, drills firm to hard 

limestone, pink and grey, drills hard and slow, soft sandstone layer from 496 to 497 feet. Top of Beta member at 479 feet 

sandstone, yellow-pink-red, loose sand, drills firm with occasional thin hard/soft layers 

limestone, drills hard and slow 

limey sandstone to sandy limestone, tan-pink-red, drills hard and slow 

sandstone, multiple colored tan-pink-red-yellow, loose sand, drills alternating hard to firm to soft, not fractured, no drilling 
fluid loss, thin red shale at 663 feet 

limey sandstone to sandy limestone, drills hard and slow. Top of Alpha member at 663 feet. 

sandstone, steadly increasing drilling rate 

sandstone, very soft and fast drilling 

sandstone, slow to moderately fast drilling 

sandstone, tan, drills hard/soft, soft layers drill rapidly 

sandstone, chain link "fall" and very rapid drilling, apparent 0.5 to 1 foot interval of bit fall, possible fractured rx, firm again 
at 715 feet and then link drops at 716 feet 

NOTE: Based on rapid drilling and occasional link/bit fall, the interval of 698 to 716 feet may represent the 
best permeability in JRA-1 

sandstone, tan, soft, very rapid drilling 

sandstone, tan, firm to hard, lower part transitions into limestone 

sandy limestone, grey to white, red and black speckled {flecks} limestone chips with quartz grains embedded in calcite matrix, 
drills hard and slow 

Total Depth 
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El\ERGY Trust our People. Trust our Data. 
www.ene1gylab.com 

Billings, MT 800.735.4489 •Casper, WY 888.235.0515 
COiiege station, TX 888.690.2218 •Gillette. WY 866.686.7175 • Helena, MT 877.472.0711 

LABORATORY ANALYTICAL REPORT 
Prepared by Casper. WY Branch 

Client: 

Project: 

Lab ID: 

Client Sample ID: 

Analyses 

MAJOR IONS 

Carbonate as C03 

Bicarbonate as HC03 
Calcium 

Chloride 
Fluoride 
Magnesium 

Hinckley Consulting 

Jacoby Irrigation 

C17010057-001 

JRA-1 

Nitrogen, Nitrate+Nitrite as N 

Nitrogen, Nitrite as N 

Potassium 

Sodium 
Sulfate 

Result Units 

5 mg/L 

258 mg/L 
45 mg/L 

1 mg/L 

0.2 mg/L 
24 mg/L 
0.8 mg/L 
ND mg/L 

2 mg/L 
6 mg/L 
5 mg/L 

MCU 
Qualifiers RL QCL 

5 

5 

0.1 

0.1 
H 0.01 

Report Date: 01/26/17 

Collection Date: 01/02/17 13:00 

DateReceived: 01/04/17 

Matrix: Aqueous 

Method Analysis Date I By 

A2320 B 01/05/1717:22/jcg 
A2320 B 01/05/1717:22 / jcg 
E200.7 01/09/17 16:52 /Sf 
E300.0 01/06/17 13:02 / jcg 

A4500-F C 01/10/1714:02 / jcg 
E200.7 01/09/17 16:52 /Sf 
E353.2 01/06/17 13:01 / ljl 
A4500-N02 B 01/05/17 09:19 /bah 
E200.7 01/09/17 16:52 /sf 
E200.7 01/09/17 16:52 /sf 
E300.0 01/06/1713:02 / jcg 

- The sample was received with insufficient tlme remaining to meet the EPA-recommended holding time for Nitrite. 

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES 

Hardness as CaC03 
pH 
Solids. Total Dissolved TDS @ 180 C 
Calcium, meq 

Magnesium, meq 

Sodium, meq 
Sodium Adsorption Ratio (SAR) 
Conductivity@ 25 C 

METALS - DISSOLVED 

Antimony 

Arsenic 

Barium 

Beryllium 

Cadmium 

Chromium 

Manganese 

Mercury 

Nickel 

Selenium 

Thallium 

RADIONUCLIDES - DISSOLVED 

Gross Alpha 

Gross Alpha precision (±) 

Gross Alpha MDC 
Radium 226 

Radium 226 precision (±) 

Radium 226 MDC 

Radium 228 

Report 
Definitions: 

RL - Analyte reporting limit. 

QCL - Quality control limit. 

209 mg/L 
8.42 s.u. 
202 mg/L 

2.24 meq/L 
1.98 meq/L 

0.26 meq/L 
0.2 unitless 

393 umhoslcm 

ND mg/L 
0.005 mg/L 

0.16 mg/L 
ND mg/L 
ND mg/L 
ND mg/L 

0.010 mg/L 
ND mg/L 
ND mg/L 

ND mg/L 
ND mgll 

3.2 pCi/L 
3.0 pCi/L 
3.5 pCi/L 

0.89 pCilL 
0.24 pCi/L 

0.24 pCi/L 
1.4 pCi/L 

MDC - Minimum detectable concentration 

U - Not detected at minimum detectable concentration 

A2340 B 01/09/1716:52 /sec 
H 0.01 A4500-H B 01/05/17 08:52 /bah 

10 A2540 c 01/05/17 10:59 /bah 
0.05 E200.7 01/09/1716:52 /sf 
0.08 E200.7 01/09/17 16:52 /sf 
0.04 E200.7 01/09/17 16:52 /sf 

0.1 USDA20B 01/09/17 16:52 /sec 
5 A2510 B 01/05/17 08:52 /bah 

0.001 E200.8 01/16/1717:05 /sf 
0.001 E200.8 01/16/17 17:05 /sf 
0.05 E200.7 01/09/17 16:52 /sf 

0.001 E200.7 01/09/17 16:52 /sf 
0.001 E200.8 01/16/17 17:05 /sf 
0.005 E200.7 01/09/1716:52 /sf 
0.001 E200.7 01/09/17 16:52 /sf 
0.0001 E200.8 01/16/17 17:05 /sf 
0.005 E200.8 01/25/1716:55/eli-b 
0.001 E200.8 01/16/1717:05/sf 

0.0005 E200.8 01/16/17 17:05 /sf 

u E900.0 01/20/17 04:05 / trs 
E900.0 01120/17 04:05/trs 
E900.0 01/20/17 04:05 / trs 
E903.0 01/24/17 08:45 / trs 
E903.0 01124117 08:45 / trs 

E903.0 01/24/17 08:45 / trs 

u RA-05 01/19/1712:34 / plj 

MCL - Maximum contaminant level. 

ND - Not detected at the reporting limit. 

H - Analysis performed past recommended holding time. 

Page 3 of 23 



EN:RGY Trust our People. Trust our Data. 
'l'jWw.energylab.com 

Billings, MT 800.735.4489 • Casper, WY 888.235.0515 
Colleg•Statlon, TX 888.690.2218 •Gillette, WY 866.686.7175 •Helena, MT 877.412.0711 

LABO RA TORY ANALYTICAL REPORT 
Prepared by Casper, WY Branch 

Client: 

Project: 

Lab ID: 

Client Sample ID: 

Hinckley Consulting 
Jacoby Irrigation 

C17010057-001 

JRA-1 

Analyses 

RADIONUCLIDES - DISSOLVED 
Radium 228 precision (±) 

Radium 228 MDC 

RADIONUCLIDES -TOTAL 
Radium 226 + Radium 228 

Radium 226 + Radium 228 precision (±) 

Radium 226 + Radium 228 MDC 

Report 
Definitions: 

RL - Analyte reporting limit. 

QCL - Quality control limit. 

Result Units 

0.9 pCi/L 
1.5 pCi/L 

2.3 pCi/L 
0.9 pCi/L 
1.5 pCi/L 

MDC - Minimum detectable concentration 

Qualifiers RL 
MCU 

Report Date: 01/26/17 
Collection Date: 01/02117 13:00 

DateReceived: 01/04/17 

Matrix: Aqueous 

QCL Method Analysis Date I By 

RA-05 
RA-05 

A7500-RA 
A7500-RA 
A7500-RA 

0111911712:34 I plj 
01119/17 12:34 / plj 

01124117 12:24 I rdw 
01124117 12:24 I rdw 
01124/1712:24 I rdw 

MCL - Maximum contaminant level. 

ND - Not detected at the reporting limit. 

Page 4 of 23 
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FORM U.W. 5 STATE OF WYOMING 

8' .. a-1t, 
/:J :4 ~ P.H. 
:Sf?C.-
,.Jo fiL-.' Rev. 9/09 

FILING FEE SCHEDULE 
ON REVERSE SIDE 

OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
HERSCHLER BLDG., 4-E CHEYENNE, WYOMING 82002 

(307) 777-6163 

APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO APPROPRIATE GROUND WATER 
APPLICATION FOR WELLS AND SPRINGS 

Note: Only springs flowing 25 gallons per minute or less, where the proposed use is 
Domestic and/or Stock Watering, will be considered as ground water appropriations. 

/ 
i:I_ ~-'M?-

FOR 0 FFIC E USE ON Ly Temporary Filing No. U. w. _____ :::!_._~-1--..... ~.___...,a!J)..'-A''==b;..J~ 

PERMIT NO. U.W. ----------- NOTE: Do not fold this form. Use typewriter or print neatly 
with black ink. 

WATER DIVISION NO.- DISTRICT ____ _ ALL ITEMS MUST BE COMPLETED BEFORE 
APPLICATION IS ACCEPTABLE U.W. DISTRICT--------- ---

NAME AND NUMBER OF WELL or SPRING 21! T3 

1. Name of applicant(s) °'1'fJ ~p larct.Jrrtt'~ Phone .:3{)7- 7Ql l-..5d.~ (p 
2. Address of applicant(s) I · c.v Ov ,.._ \..:./ !-(), {A..'•' W o a v 1-...J 

;::·,,n • _,? ,;r V' /} j . ,,_,, ho/f{\l_.; / , r~ V "J /) -f ,:2 

(MAILING ADDRESS) (CITY) (STA E) (ZIP) 

3. Name & address of agent to receive correspondence and notices Ot·ty () f' /...ara.m r '€--1 Wa /e.,r 
/Q. S 6 Cl..Y-CL...S M n<.-t'n . 

1 
P, () · ~11.X. 0 f.&rt1M-t~ ~f- Phone &IJ 7 -74(- 5d l.3 

(MAILING ADDRESS) (CITY) (STATE) (ZIP) 

4. Use to which the water will be applied 

[ I Domestic 

Stock Watering 

l J Irrigation 

n Municipal 

Use of water in 3 single fami ly dwellings or less, noncommercial watering of lawns and gardens 
totaling one acre or less. Number of houses served?--. 

Normal livestock use at four tanks or less within one mile of well or spring. Stock-watering pipelines 
and commercial feedlots are a Miscellaneous use. Number of stock tanks?_ . 

Watering of any lands for agricultural purposes not covered by the definition of domestic use (large
scale lawn watering of golf courses, cemeteries, recreation areas, etc .. are Miscellaneous uses). 

Use of water in incorporated Towns and Cities. Note 1: use of water in unincorporated towns, sub
divisions, improvement districts, mobile home parks, etc. are Miscellaneous uses. Note 2: 
a permit may be required by the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality (WDEQ) if the well 
will be classified as a public water supply under the WDEQ's rules and regulations. 

n Industrial Long term use of water for the manufacture of a product or production of oil/gas or other minerals 
(oil field water flood operations, power plant water supply, etc.). (Describe in REMARKS) 

l"J Miscellaneous 

I Coalbed Methane 

D(] Monitor, Observation · 

Any use of water not defined under previous definitions such as stock-watering pipelines, subdivisions, 
mine dewatering, mineral/oil exploration drilling, potable supplies in office, etc. (Describe in REMARKS). 
Note: a permit may be required by the WDEQ if the well will be classified as a public water supply 
under the WDEQ's rules and regulations. 

Water produced in the production of coal bed methane gas. Note: wells used in the production of coal bed 
methane gas will require a permit from the Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission. 

Note: a WDEQ permit may be required. 11 Test Well (Describe in REMARKS) 

5. Location of the well or spring: (NOTE: Quarter-quarter (40 acre subdivision) MUST be shown. EXAMPLE: SE 1/ 4 NW 1I 4 of Sec. 

12. Township 14 ~orth, Range 68 West.)A/F- M 06- /f.p 73 
L4rt1Mf <._,; County.~ 1/4 £_ 1/4 of Sec. __ , T. __ N., R. W. of the 6th P.M. (W.R.M.), 

Wyoming. If located in a platted subdivision, also provide Lot/Tract _ Block __ of the _____________ _ 
Subdivision (or Add'n) of . Resurvey Location: Tract , (or Lot) ____ _ _ 

6. Estimated depth of the well 9r spring is C)t/.(~ · ~ ft. Estimated production interval is ft. to ft. 

7. (a) MAXIMUM instantaneous flow of water to be developed and beneficially used: gallons per minute. 
NOTE: if for Domestic and/or Stock-watering use, this application will be processed for a maximum of 25 gallons per minute. For a 
spring, after approval of this application, some type of artificial diversion or improvement must be constructed to qualify for a water right. 

(b) MAXIMUM volumetric quantity of water to be developed and beneficially used per calendar year: ___ ...._ _____ _ 
Circle appropriate units: (Gallons) (Acre Feet) NOTE: A four person family utilizes approximately one (1) acre-foot of water per year 
or 325,000 gallons. 

8. Mark the point(s) or area(s) of use in the tabulation box below. Note: Upper row refers to the quarter of the section. Next row 
refers to the quarter of the quarter section. 

TABULATION BOX 

TWP RNG SEC NE'14 NWl14 sw1,4 SE114 TOTAL 

NE'14 NW114 sw114 SE114 NE114 NW'14 sw114 SEl/4 
NE114 NW114 s w 114 SE114 NE114 NW114 SW 114 SE114 

SEE REVERSE SIDE 

Permit No. U.W. ------------------ Book No. --------- Page No. -------



9. If for Irrigation use: ~ 

a. Describe MAXIMUM acreage to be irrigated in each 40 acre subdivision in the tabulation box above. 
b. [J Land will be irrigated from this well only. 
c. n Land is irrigated from existing water right(s) with water from this well to be additional supply. Describe existing water right(s) 

under REMARKS. 

10. If for Irrigation use, describe method of irrigation, i.e. center pivot sprinkler, flood, etc.: ______ _ _________ _ 

11 . The well or spring Is to be constructed qn lands owned by u t1 \' V er5i. fur CJ ·f.' 'tJ_--l.° ~"-'-'-i f'"l'--'--1------

(The granting of a permit does not constitute the granting of a right-bf?way. If any ea;r/;ent or right-o -way is ne ssary in connection 
with this application, it should be understood that the responsibility is the applicant's. A copy of the agreemen ould accompany this 
application, if the land is privately owned and the owner is not the co-applicant.) 

12. Thewater~tobeusedon lands owned by _______ --~~-~-~--~-------------------~ 
(If the landowner is not the applicant, a copy of the agreement relat(ng to the usage of the appropriated water on the land 
should be submitted to this office. If the landowner is included as co-applicant on the application, this procedure need 
not be followed.) NOTE: Water rights attach to the area(s) and/or point(s) of use. 

REMARKS: 

s Cf_, 

a_ re+: k~ 
eu fn 

o .P (}a11c.ef f.J.... A~ . s.c · No . aoJ-15'8" 

xamined this application and to the best of my knowledge and belief it is 

~ Date 

THE LEGALLY REQUIRED FILING FEE MUST ACCOMPANY THIS APPLICATION 

DOMESTIC AND/OR STOCK WATERING USES 
(Domestic use is defined as use of water in 3 single family dwellings or less, 
noncommercial watering of lawns and gardens totalling one acre or less.) 

COAL BED METHANE USE 

IRRIGATION, MUNICIPAL, INDUSTRIAL, AND MISCELLANEOUS USES 

MONITOR (For water level measurements or chemical quality sampling) or TEST WELL USES 

$50.00 

$50.00 

$75.00 

No Fee 

IF WELL WILL SERVE MULTIPLE USES, SUBMIT ONLY ONE (THE HIGHER) FILING FEE. 

THIS SECTION IS NOT TO BE FILLED IN BY APPLICANT 

THE STATE OF WYOMING ) 
) SS. 

STATE ENGINEER'S OFFICE ) ncJ ~- L 

1 
This instrume~ ~~received and fil~or record on the ___ __.,;;{_.... _____ day of lJ,5T 

20~.LC- , at I Ol · :U.P o 'clock -t:: M. 

Permit No. U.W. 
for State Engineer 

,20/6 

, A.O. 

THIS IS TO CERTIFY that I have examined the foregoing application and do hereby grant the same subject to the following limitations 
and conditions: 
This application is approved subject to the condition that the proposed use shall not interfere with any existing rights to ground water from 
the same source of supply and is subject to regulation and correlation with surface water rights, if the ground and surface waters are 
interconnected. The use of water hereunder is subject to the further provisions of Chapter 169, Session Laws of Wyoming, 1957, and any 
subsequent amendments thereto. 
Granting of a permit does nc;it guarantee the right to have the water level or artesian pressure in the well maintained at any specific level. 
The well should be constructed to a depth adequate to allow for the maximum development and beneficial use of ground water in the 
source of supply. 
If the well is a flowing artesian well, it shall be so constructed and equipped that the flow may be shut off when not in use without loss of 
water into sub-surface formations or at the land surface. 
Coal Bed Methane wells have Additional Conditions and Limitations on attachment sheet. 

Approval of this appl ication may be considered as authorization to proceed with construction of the proposed well or spring. A Statement 
of Completion must be filed with in thirty (30) days of completion of construction, including pump installation. 

Completion of construction and c:ompletion of the beneficial use of water for the purposes specified in Item 4 of this application will be 
made by December 31 , 20 _. 

The amount of appropriation shall be limited to the quantity to which permittee is entitled as determined at time of proof of application of 
water to beneficial use. 

Witness my hand this __________ _ day of - ---------- - , A.O. 20 ___ . 

PATRICK T. TYRRELL, State Engineer 



FORM U.W.6 
Rev. 1/07 STATE OF WYOMING 

OFFICE OF THE STATE ENGINEER 
HERSCHLER BLDG., 4-E 

CHEYENNE, WYOMING 82002 

(307) 777-6163 

STATEMENT OF COMPLETION AND DESCRIPTION OF WELL OR SPRING 

NOTE: Do not fold lhis form. Use typewriter 
or print neatly with black pen. 

'-/-1 T .3 PERMIT NO. U.W. ~ NAME OF WELL/SPRING 

1. NAMEOFOWNER ~ 1Ji. ~ 
2 ADDRESS f? 0 · . (} 0 

_/) . . .n Please check if address has changed from that shown on permit 

City (J).a!la/rru.L) State~ Zip Code_Z20 ~3 Phone No . .81J7- 'lc~/-S,;J/3 
3. USE OF WATER n Domestic 'l Stock Watering 0 Irrigation 0 Municipal lJ Industrial L Miscellaneous 

LJ Monitor or Test LJ Coal Bed Methane Explain proposed use (Example: One single family dwelling) ----------

4. LOCATION OF WELUSPRING _/:J£_ 1/4 J...Je. 1/4 of Section &- T, -1!L_N.,R. 73 w., of the 6th P.M. (or W. R.M.) 

Subdivision Name Lot Block _____ _ 

Resurvey Location Tract or Lot Datum LJ NAD27 ti NAD83 _______ _ _ 

Geographic Coordinates: Latitude 4 / l'/.:130 N Longitude N£"
0 

~el . 3a W (degrees, minutes, seconds) 

UTM: Zone Northing Easting (meters) 

State Plane Coordinates: Zone Northing Easting (feet) 

Land surface elevation (ft. above mean sea level) Datum LJ NAVD29 LJ NAVD88 

Source [ GPS L Map lJ Survey LJ Unkown L., Other LJ Altimeter (for elevation only) 

5. TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION 0 Drilled 11 Dug I 1 Driven f I Other 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Describe ------------------------------------------

CONSTRUCTION Total depth of well/spring _ _ 6)_4-~<j' ____ ft. 
Depth of static water level b '1. 4: ft. (below land surface) Casing height _____ ___ ft. above ground 

a. Diameter of borehole (bit size) _______ inches 

b. Casing schedule LJ New LJ Used Joint type D Threaded D Glued D Welded 
19" I _ _ diameter from ft. to ft. Material_~S~=b=c~c:~~-----Gage ___ _ 

diameter from ___ _ _ ft. to _____ ft. Material __________ Gage ___ _ 

c. Cemented/grouted interval, from _ _ _ _______ ft. to _________ ft. 

Amount of cement/grout used _______ type --------- .,---,---,----,--:--...,,.-,----------
(example: 10 sacks) (example: bentonite pellets) 

d. Type of completion n Customized perforations .J2(' Open hole n Factory screen 

Type of perforator used --------------------------------- - -
Size of perforations _____ inches by _ ____ inches. 

Number of perforations and depths where perforated 

___ perforations from ft. to _____ It. 

___ perforations from _____ ft . to _____ ft . 

Open hole from ______ ft. to ______ ft. 

Well screen details 
Diameter _____ ___ slot size ________ set from _____ ft. to _ ____ ft. 

Diameter slot size ________ set from ft. to ft. 

e. Well development method _____________ How long was well developed? - ----------

!. Was a filter/gravel pack installed? O Yes 11 No Size of sand/gravel ------- - ---- - -------
Filter/gravel pack installed from ______ ft. to _______ ft. 

g. Was surface casing used? LJ Yes D No Was it cemented in place? 'lYes I No 

Surface casing installed from _ ______ ft.to ft. 

NAME AND ADDRESS OF DRILLING COMPANY 

DATE OF COMPLETION OF WELL (including Q.l.!lilP installation) OR SPRING (first used) J 0/3 l ln~'I >+J d~n~~~H-d.-r-1=~¢~~,---=-tcf"'~"Po""'"'~~~---
Pu MP INFORMATION Manufacturer Type ---- -------------

Source of power ________ Horsepower Depth of pump setting or intake ___________ ft. 

Amount of water being pumped gal./min: (For springs or flowing wells, see item 10) 

Total volumetric quantity used per calendar year.' -------- - ------------------

•1f these amounts exceed permitted amount an enlargement is required. 

10. FLOWING WELL OR SPRING (Owner is responsible for control of flowing well) 

If artesian flow or spring, yield is ____ gal./min. *Surface pressure is _ ____ lb./sq.inch, or ____ feet of water. 

The flow is controlled by ..J Valve LJ Cap LJ Plug 

Does well leak around casing? D Yes D No 

Permit No. U.W. __________ _ Book No. _______ Page No. _ _____ _ 

SEE REVERSE SIDE 



11 . IF SPRING, HOW WAS IT CONSTRUCTED? (Some method of artificial diversion, i.e., spring box, cribbing, etc., is necessary to 

12. 

13. 

qualify for a water right) _________________________________ _ 

PUMP TEST Was a pump test conductect? 

If so, by whom __ 

Yield gal./min. with 

Yield gal./min. with 

LOG OF WELL Total depth drilled 

[] Yes ri No 

ft. 

ft. drawdown after 

ft. drawdown after 

____ _ hours 

_____ hours 

Depth of completed well ft. Diameter of well ________ inches 

Depth to first water bearing formation _ ft. 

Depth to principal water bearing formation Top ft. to Bottom ___ _ __ ft. 

DRILL CUTTINGS DESCRIPTION .5~e .S-/ti-/cmR--n f ~ -( (!JairYl ij.Uf 15<;?' 
From To Rock Type Water Bearing? 
Feet Feet or Description Formation (Yes or no) 

Surface 

14. DOES A GEOPHYSICAL LOG ACCOMPANY THIS FORM? I Yes ~No 

15. QUALITY OF WATER INFORMATION 

Does a chemical and/or bacteriological water quality analysis accompany this form? L Yes L No 
It is recommended that chemical and bacteriologic water quality analyses be performed and that the report(s) be filed with the 
records of this well (contact Department of Agriculture, Analytical Lab Services, Laramie, 742-2984). 
If not, do you consider the water as U Good n Acceptable n Poor [ Unusable 

REMARKS --------------------------------------~ 

Under penalties of perjury, I declare that I have examined this form and to the best of my knowledge and belief it is true, correct, and 

complete. 

Signature of Owner or Authorized Agent 

FOR STATE ENGINEER'S USE ONLY 

Permit No. U.W. -----------------

Date of Receipt-- -----------· 20 __ _ Date of Approval ____ _ ______ , 20 __ _ 

Date of Priorly _ ________ _ __ _ , 20 _ _ 
for State Engineer 
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JRA-1 : DAILY SITE ACTIVITY LOG 
 
2016 
 
11/22 to 11/25 Tuesday – Friday: DC Drilling (DC) mobilized drilling rig and ancillary 
equipment to site.  Minor dirt work to level rig pad.  Utility locates. 
 
11/28/16  Monday:  DC on-site.  Rig set over staked well location.  Drilled 0 to 26 feet 
with 7 7/8” bit. 
 
11/29/16  Tuesday:  Drilled 26 to 52 feet with 7 7/8” bit using air rotary to check for 
presence of gypsum layer.  Reamed to 18” hole using water-mud from 0 to 34 feet.  
 
11/30/16  Wednesday:  Reamed 20” hole using water-mud from 0 to 34 feet.  Set and 
cemented 16” surface casing to 34 feet. 
 
12/1/16  Thursday:  Drilled 34 to 321 feet using water-mud with 7 7/8” bit (pilot hole). 5-
10 gpm makeup water approx. 270-320 feet.  
 
12/2/16  Friday:  Measured depth to water (JRA-1) = 74.7 feet.   Reamed 7 7/8” pilot 
hole to 15” hole using water-mud from 34 to 55 feet.  Tripped out of hole to use different 
bit.  DC off-site. 
 
12/6/16  Tuesday:  Brad Carr (WyCEHG) ran geophysical downhole logs in production 
well from 0 to 290 feet. 
 
12/8/16  Thursday: Measured depth to water (JRA-1)  = 28.73 feet.  Measured depth to 
water (41T3) = 61.06 feet rel. top of casing.  DC on-site at end of day with additional 
equipment. 
 
12/9/16  Friday:  Drilled 15” hole (reamed) from 55 to 104 feet.  Episode of fluid loss at 
approx. 100 feet  (no other point of significant fluid loss to total depth.) 
 
12/10/16 Saturday:  Drilled 15” hole (reamed) from 104 to 160 feet. 
 
12/11/16 Sunday:  Drilled 15” hole (reamed) from 160 to approximately 220 feet.  
Drilled through the night. 
 
12/12/16 Monday:  Drilled 15” hole (reamed) from 220 feet to 249 feet.  Tripped out to 
check bit.  Bit lost 2/3 tricone bits which are downhole.  160 feet of drill pipe twisted due 
to excessive torque.  Drilling mud density at 246 feet – 11.0 lb/gal. 
 
12/13/16  Tuesday: Acquired new 4-cone button bit for reaming.  Fished the 2 tricone bits 
out of the bottom of the hole. 
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12/14/16  Wednesday:  Drilled 15” hole (reamed) from 249 to 297 feet.  Drilled through 
the night.  Drilling mud density at 288 feet – 10.0 lb/gal.; circulating approx. 350 gpm; no 
fluid loss during drilling or at connections. 
 
12/15/16  Thursday:  Drilled 15” hole (reamed) from 297 to 312.3 feet.  Drilling fluid 
viscosity 37 sec/qt.  Fluid loss approx. 0.5 gpm.  Set and cemented 12-inch steel casing to 
312 feet.  Good cement returns observed to surface. 
 
12/16/16  Friday:  Organized site.  Bagged cuttings.  DC off-site by mid-morning. 
 
12/19/16  Monday:  DC on-site with additional equipment.  Change order for 7 7/8” open 
hole.  Prepared for drilling 7 7/8”open hole using water-mud system.   
 
12/20/16  Tuesday:  Drilled out 28 feet of cement from interior of casing.  Cleaned pilot 
hole from 312 to 321 feet.  Drilled 7 7/8” open hole from 321 to 365 feet. 
 
12/21/16  Wednesday:  Drilled 7 7/8” open hole from 365 to 417 feet. 
 
12/22/16  Thursday:  Drilled 7 7/8” open hole from 417 to 480 feet.  Tripped out of hole 
to prepare for new bit.  
 
12/23/16  Friday:  DC organized site and off-site by mid-morning.   
 
12/29/16  Thursday:  Tripped in with new bit (PDC).  Drilled 7 7/8” open hole from 480 
to 525 feet. 
 
12/30/16  Friday:  Drilled 7 7/8” open hole 525 to 698 feet. 
 
12/31/16  Saturday:  Drilled 7 7/8” open hole from 698 to 756.5 feet.  Total Depth of well 
is 756.5 feet.  Tripped out. 
 
2017 
 
1/1/17  Sunday:  Set up for air-lift development of borehole.  Set drill string (w/ 5 5/8-
inch bit at end) at 280 feet to begin air-lift activities.  Air-lift from 280, 400 feet, and 640 
for approximately 4.0 hours.  Air-lift at 756 feet for 2.0 hours.  Air-lift production at 756 
feet is 78 gpm.  Discharge conductivity at 2 hr. – 455 uS.   Sediment production at 
different airlift depths indicates major production from lower hole, i.e. shallow air-lift 
clears sediment from lower hole. 
 
1/2/17  Monday:  Measured depth-to-water (JRA-1) = 55.1 feet relative to ground.  Air-
lift at 380 feet for 4 hours (continuous).  Air-lift production is 52 to 59 gpm.  
Conductivity measurements: 
 17 minutes 379 uS; minor vfn qtz sand 
 77  395 uS; tr vfn qtz sand 
 135  392 uS; tr vfn qtz sand 
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 200  292 uS; sli cloudy 
 215  -  sample collected for lab analysis 
Monitor water level recovery in well for 4 hours. 
 
1/9/17  Monday:  Measured depth-to-water (JRA-1) = 53.8 feet relative to ground.  
Tripped drill pipe out of hole to remove transducer.  DC demobilization and site clean-up. 
 
1/10/17  Tuesday:  Rich Allen on-site to discuss site clean-up and grooming.  Measured 
depth-to-water (41T3) = 59.53 feet relative to ground.  Pulled transducer out of 41T3 
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JRA -1: LITHOLOGY AND DRILLING OBSERVATIONS LOG
Chris Moody, P.G., Wyoming Groundwater, LLC;  Bern Hinckley, P.G., Hinckley Consulting
UW Irrigation Water Supply Level II Study

General Comment: Cuttings were collected at 10 foot intervals from drilling fluid discharged during mud rotary drilling
Depths and lithology are approximate and are subject to uncertainties associated with uphole materials and the
lag time required to move cuttings up the borehole. 

All depths relative to ground surface.  Ground surface elevation = 7341.47 feet amsl.

Depth
Interval, ft. Lithology Description

Satanka Shale: 0 - 252 feet 
0 - 52 orange-red to red silty shale, rare very thin light grey siltstone, drills smooth throughout interval, no gypsum observed,

this interval drilled with air-rotary and no groundwater observed from 0 - 52 feet.

52 - 66 same as above.  All drilling below 52 feet was mud- rotary.

66 - 70 very fast drilling, sandstone w/ fn-grn quartz blebs (?), interval is highly permeable per loss of drilling fluid (1/4 of water
truck) into formation

70 - 98 drilling smooth in red silty shale, occasional chatter and chain wag, hole continues to take drilling fluid on order of
50 to 60 gpm, during joint change at 88 feet the fluid level dropped 7.5 feet below top of surface casing

98 very fast drilling and brief lost circulation

100 - 128 red shale and siltstone with thin grey to yellow sandstone layers, drills alternating firm/soft and smooth/fast, rig chatter
and oily film at 113 feet, during joint change at 128 feet the fluid level dropped to 5 feet below top of surface casing, hole
still taking drilling fluid

128 - 148 red shale and siltstone and thin sandstone layers as above.  Fluid level holding at joint change at 148 feet indicates
progressively less fluid loss to formation

148 - 232 red shale and siltstone, occasional thin grey mottled siltstone, drills mostly firm and smooth with occasional thin hard
and soft intervals, progressively less loss of drilling fluid to borehole from 148 to 175 feet, by 188 feet the fluid loss
is relatively minor

232 - 242 hard and slow drilling, very hard from 232 to 233

242 - 252 red sandstone, red shale/siltstone, minor green and tan-grey siltstone, mushy silt/clay, drills alternating hard/soft

Casper Formation: 252 - 756.5 feet
252 - 268 drills soft and fast, cuttings are mix of red shale and red sandstone (from Satanka above), washed cutting samples

show loose tan very fn-grn sand of epsilon, drills slightly "choppy" and faster in 263 to 267 interval.  Top of Epsilion
member at 252 feet.

268 - 312 tan sandstone, very fn-grn, drills firm and smooth, no loss of drilling fluid, possible clay-rich (?) at 311 feet.

312 - 322 limestone, grey, hard.  Top of Delta member at 312 feet. Drilling fluid is water (no mud additives) only from 312 to 
total depth.

322 - 345 sandstone, multi-colored tan-grey-pink-yellow, loose sand cuttins, drills firm to hard with occasional soft/fast intervals

345 - 365 limestone, grey and white, drills hard and slow

365 - 403 sandstone, yellow-tan, loose sand, drills firm and slow, possible fractures at 368 to 370 feet per rapid drilling and chain
motion, faster drilling from 401 to 403 feet, no loss of drilling fluid.  Top of Gamma member at 403 feet.



403 - 419 limestone, grey, drills hard and slow, no drilling fluid loss

419 - 436 sandstone, tan and yellow, drills fast to very fast from 424 to 430 feet, bit fall from 432 to 434 feet, potential zone of  
soft sandstone/fractures from 424 to 434 feet, no noticeable loss of drilling fluid.

436 - 438 limey sandstone, drills hard and slow but quiet

438 - 452 sandstone, tan and yellow, drills firm with occasional thin soft layers

452 - 465 limestone, white and grey, drills hard and slow.  

465 - 479 silty sandstone, tan, drills firm to hard

479 - 499 limestone, pink and grey, drills hard and slow, soft sandstone layer from 496 to 497 feet.  Top of Beta member at 479 feet.

499 - 518 sandstone, yellow-pink-red, loose sand, drills firm with occasional thin hard/soft layers

518 - 530 limestone, drills hard and slow

530 - 538 limey sandstone to sandy limestone, tan-pink-red, drills hard and slow

538 - 663 sandstone, multiple colored tan-pink-red-yellow, loose sand, drills alternating hard to firm to soft, not fractured, no drilling
fluid loss, thin red shale at 663 feet

663 - 669 limey sandstone to sandy limestone, drills hard and slow.  Top of Alpha member at 663 feet.

669 - 675 sandstone, steadly increasing drilling rate

675 - 678 sandstone, very soft and fast drilling

678 - 698 sandstone, slow to moderately fast drilling

698 - 711 sandstone, tan, drills hard/soft, soft layers drill rapidly

713 - 716 sandstone, chain link "fall" and very rapid drilling, apparent 0.5 to 1 foot interval of bit fall, possible fractured rx, firm again 
at 715 feet and then link drops at 716 feet. 

NOTE:  Based on rapid drilling and occasional link/bit fall, the interval of 698 to 716 feet may represent the 
best permeability in JRA-1

716  - 727 sandstone, tan, soft, very rapid drilling

727 - 733 sandstone, tan, firm to hard, lower part transitions into limestone

733 - 756 sandy limestone, grey to white, red and black speckled (flecks) limestone chips with quartz grains embedded in calcite matrix,
drills hard and slow

756.5 Total Depth
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Abstract 
From December 2016 – April 2017, Dr. Bradley Carr of the Wyoming Center for Environmental 
Hydrology and Geophysics (WyCEHG) geophysically logged the JRA-1 well adjacent to the 
UW-Jacoby Golf Course, Laramie, Wyoming.  The borehole geophysics provides data to 
characterize the hydrogeophysical condition of the formation for any potential groundwater well 
development of this borehole.  The geophysical borehole logging was collected at three distinct 
phases and times.  The first phase comprised logging within the Santanka and Casper-Epsilon 
Formation (Dec. 2016) prior to the full casing installation while the hole was stabilized with 
drilling mud.  The second phase consisted of logging with from the bottom of casing (95.1 m or 
312 ft. bsl) to TD (~ 230. 5 m or 756 ft. bsl) in January/February 2017.  During the final phase, a 
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) log was run from the base of casing to ~ 200 m or 656 ft. 
bsl during late April 2017.  All logging is meant to provide fundamental formation information 
about:  in situ lithology, structure (i.e. fracturing), water presence/movement and petrophysical 
relationships. 
 
Site Location & Geologic Background 
The site of the JRA-1 borehole is immediately east of the UW-Jacoby Golf Course (Figure 1).  
The location of the borehole is:  41.319739° N, 105.543963° W.  This location is in the NE 
corner of the UW section south of the intersection of N. Indian Hills Drive and E. Crow Drive.  
JRA-1 is the second well drilled on this portion of UW property.  The first borehole is T3 (Figure 
1) but will not be discussed in this report. 

 
Figure 1. Site Location for JRA-1 next to the UW-Jacoby Golf Course 

JRA-1 penetrates the upper units of the eastern Laramie Basin.  These include the 
Pennslyvanian/Permian Satanka Shale and Casper Formation.  Specifically for the Casper 
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Formation, the Epsilon, Delta, Gamma, Beta and Alpha sub-members are sampled by JRA-1.  
The Satanka is predominately composed of red, sandy shale and siltstone with minor limestone 
layers present near the bottom of the formation.  The Casper Formation is generally a sub-
arkosic, quartzic sandstone with interbedded limestones and dolomites.  Appendix 1 displays the 
general stratigraphy and lithologic description of the eastern Laramie Basin (Casper Aquifer 
Protection Plan, May 2008 modified from WWC, 1997 and Ver Ploeg, 1996).  A generalized 
schematic of the lithology with the JRA-1 drilling and completion are shown in Appendix 2 
(pers. comm. C. Moody).   
 
To site JRA-1, surface geophysical data collected by UW during the summer of 2016 determined 
a number of potential areas (Appendix 3 – Green lines).  Due to a desire to find the best target 
closest to the current golf course infrastructure, the enclosed colored areas were interpreted as 
good areas for further exploratory drilling.  Appendix 4 & Appendix 5 highlight the low 
subsurface resistivity and seismic velocities within the Casper Fm. – Epsilon sub-member which 
lead to the selection of JRA-1 as a potential exploration drill site.  Since these methods were 
unable to provide deeper images for this project, it was felt that the increased saturation potential 
(i.e. low resistivity) and any structural implications such as increased fracture density (i.e. low 
seismic velocities) observed in the Casper Fm. – Epsilon would be a good indicator of potential 
target areas.  Additionally, this author has data which shows that T3 produces a large amount of 
water from the Casper Fm. – Epsilon to the lower Casper Fm. – Delta.  Vertical fracturing is 
assumed to be necessary for vertical transmissivity to occur across the limestones that divide the 
Casper Fm. sandstones.  Prior to the downward groundwater flow observation at T3, most 
groundwater flow was driven upward from deeper levels. 
 
Finally, it is noteworthy to mention that most high productivity wells in the vicinity (including 
the nearby T3) show the majority of water flow from bedding parallel fractures within the Casper 
formation sands.  It is hypothesized that these bedding plane fractures produce the highest 
groundwater flow values so far observed in these units. 
 
Objectives 
The objective of this project is to characterize the lithologic, fracture and hydrogeophysical 
condition surrounding JRA-1 by collecting and analyzing geophysical logging data. 
 
Work Conducted 
Borehole Geophysical Logging: 
To achieve the objectives listed above, geophysical logs collected in JRA-1 include: Caliper, 
Natural and Spectral Gamma, Full-waveform Sonic, DC Resistivity, Induced Polarization (time 
domain), Self-Potential, Electromagnetic, Magnetic Susceptibility, Fluid Temperature, Fluid 
Conductivity, Flowmeter (spinner), Televiewer (Acoustic and Optical), and Magnetic Resonance 
Imaging (NMR).  All data except NMR were collected with Mount Sopris Instruments equipment and 
slimhole tools.  NMR data were collected with a Vista Clara Javelin 350 system on a 200 m winch.  
Data processing was conducted using WellCAD (vrs. 5.1. 504) software (except for the NMR data).  
NMR data were processed with Vista Clara Javelin Processor (vrs. 3.41) and Interpretation (vrs. 1.5) 
software. 
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Results & Interpretations 
 
JRA-1 borehole geophysical log data are displayed in Appendices 6-9.  Appendix 6 contains the 
borehole deviation information. JRA-1 deviates less than 2.5 m to the N-NE (~ N40E).  Since 
this deviation is not in the direction of the assumed structural dip (i.e. E-SE), it is interpreted that 
the borehole is deviating toward a fault zone (perhaps the mapped Rabbit Creek Fault?).  For the 
borehole to be affected by a fault zone, JRA1 is interpreted to be within 30 m and approximately 
orthogonal to the fault zone.  This is based on the authors previous analyses of other borehole 
deviations measured near the Sherman Hills Fault zone.   
 
Appendix 7 displays stereonet plots of the strike azimuth and dip angles of the lithologic contacts 
and fractures (open and partially open) determined from the Optical and Acoustic Televiewer 
(OBI & ABI) data.   Lithologic contacts strike to the N and dip to E with dip angles less than 15 
degrees.   As with the odd borehole deviation, these strikes and dips on the lithologic contacts are 
not expected and infer some more complex structure present to the east of the JRA-1 which is 
adjusting the presumed structure.  Open and partially open, water producing fractures fall into 
two distinct groups based on their dip angles.  Low dip angle fractures (< 30 degrees) are 
assumed to be dominantly bedding plane fractures and strike to the N and dip to the E.  High dip 
angle fractures (> 60 degrees) strike to the SW and dip to the NW.   
 
Appendix 8 shows the full composite logging suite broken into a few logs per page for the entire 
depth.  The logging data collected in the Satanka and Casper-Epsilon during Dec. 2016 prior to 
this interval being cased and are included where appropriate.  The last figure shows an overlay of 
the JRA-1 fracture density on the OBI televiewer image.  In this section, the figure captions 
contain further observations and interpretations.  So, the reader is referred to them for further 
insights. 
 
Appendix 9 is a display of the various fractures present in JRA-1.  Not all of the fractures are 
present.  This is simply meant to be a representative section of the low-angle (bedding plane), 
high-angle (60 degrees to near vertical), open and partially open fractures observed within the 
OBI and ABI datasets.  Generally, the higher angle fractures are more numerous in the deeper 
sections of the borehole (Casper-Alpha) while more low-angle (bedding plane) fractures are 
present in the shallower Casper Fm. members. Finally, the larger aperture fractures appear in the 
Casper-Delta, Casper-Gamma, and Casper-Alpha units.  This correlates with the zones of high 
NMR mobile water percentage and estimated hydraulic conductivity (K). 
 
Summary 
The following tables summarize the basic stratigraphy and material properties for the units in the 
open portion of JRA-1 from the geophysical log data. 

Table 1.  JRA-1 Stratigraphy: 
- Top of Casper-Epsilon sandstone = 76.73 m // 251.67 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Delta limestone (#1) = 95.02 m // 311.67 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Delta sandstone (#1) = 97.80 m // 320.78 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Delta limestone (#2) = 105.40 m // 345.71 ft. bgs 
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- Top of Casper-Delta sandstone (#2) = 111.86 m // 361.78 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Delta limestone (#3) = 117.59 m // 385.70 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Delta sandstone (#3) = 118.26 m // 387.89 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Gamma limestone (#1) = 122. 54 m // 401.93 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Gamma sandstone (#1) = 126.56 m // 415.12 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Gamma limestone (#2) = 137.60 m // 451.33 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Gamma sandstone (#2) = 141.60 m // 464.45 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Beta limestone (#1) = 145.88 m // 478.49 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Beta sandstone (#1) = 152.03 m // 498.66 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Beta limestone (#2) = 157.12 m // 515.35 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Beta sandstone (#2) = 163.62 m // 536.67 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Alpha limestone (#1) = 201.53 m // 661.02 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Alpha sandstone/siltstone (#1) = 203.64 m // 667.94 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Alpha limestone (#2) = 215. 55 m // 707.00 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Alpha sandstone/siltstone (#2) = 216.66 m // 710.64 ft. bgs 
- Top of Casper-Alpha limestone (#3) = 222.17 m // 728.71 ft. bgs 
- TD at time of borehole logging = 227.85 m // 747.35 ft. bgs (due to infill) 
- Original drilling TD = 230. 49 m // 756.00 ft. bgs. 

Table 2.  Bulk Formation properties at depths with water bearing fractures in JRA-1.  Fractures 
determined from OBI & ABI datasets. 
Depth (m) Total 

Porosity (%) 
Mobile 
Water  
Porosity 
(%) 

Hydraulic 
Conductivity 
– K (m/day) 
 

Hydraulic 
Transmissivity  
- T (m^2/day) 

Flow (gpm) Flow 
Direction 
(Outflow or 
Inflow) 

96.53 ND ND ND ND 0.66 Inflow 
101.39 17.6 4.6 0.81 3.17 0.45 Outflow 
105.50 12.4 4.4 0.61 12.03 0.14 Outflow 
118.41 9.8 2.6 0.57 26.55 0.04 Outflow 
122.25 9.6 4.3 0.49 47.19 0.13 Outflow 
131.33 27.0 11.27 6.4 65.62 0.72 Inflow 
132.25 21.4 11.29 6.9 74.46 0.43 Outflow 
135.03 19.4 13.03 8.0 82.93 0.61 Inflow 
135.38 23.3 10.94 7.4 86.64 0.17 Inflow 
155.05 23.0 9.6 4.34 105.46 0.25 Outflow 
171.47 15.5 6.3 1.13 127.11 0.54 Outflow 
192.85 25.92 16.05 31.32 177.47 0.52 Outflow 
197.01 18.32 12.78 5.08 192.35 0.40 Inflow 
203.13 ND ND ND ND 0.23 Inflow 
216.73 ND ND ND ND 0.86 Inflow 
218.65 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
219.29 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
219.67 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
221.65 ND ND ND ND ND ND 
ND = No Data because NMR tool couldn’t record that depth near steel casing or beyond winch capability 
(200 m) or flowmeter wasn’t moving at a constant speed at those depths (i.e. specifically, the bottom of 
the borehole). 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix 1 – Generalized Stratigraphy for the Eastern Laramie Basin, WY 
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Appendix 2 – JRA1 - Well Completion Diagram w/generalized stratigraphy 
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Appendix 3 – Summary of Surface Geophysical Data from the summer of 2016 
 
 

 
 
Summary of summer 2016 geophysical data results for the UW Golf Course study. 

Green lines represent zones of interpreted Casper saturation from RES and EM data.  Black lines 
represent interpreted fracture/fault zones from the seismic refraction data.  Brown lines represent Line 
2 and Line 7 surface geophysical profile data locations (shown in Appendices 4 & 5).  These profiles were 
the closest to the location of JRA-1. 

The colored enclosed areas represent the best geophysical target areas in the Casper Fm. - Epsilon for 
the drilling that are close to the existing infrastructure of the golf course.  The color priority is as follows: 
White- High, Red-Moderate, Blue – Moderate but on the west side of Forelle Ridge. 

  

Line 2 

Line 7 
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Appendix 4 – Line 7 (W to E) Surface Refraction Seismic & DC Resistivity Profiles near JRA-1 
(JRA-1 at ~ 34 m on both profiles)  
 

 
 

 
 
  

JRA-1 Location 

JRA-1 Location 
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Appendix 5 – Line 2 (N to S) Surface Refraction Seismic & DC Resistivity Profiles near JRA-1 
(JRA-1 at ~ 110 m on both profiles) 
 
 

 
 

 
  

JRA-1 Location 

JRA-1 Location 
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Appendix 6:  JRA-1 Borehole Deviation 

 
JRA-1 Borehole deviation determined from both the ABI & OBI tools (ABOVE – Stereonet; 
BELOW – 3D cylindrical view).  Despite the deviation being absolutely less than 2.5 m (8.2 ft) 
over 227.61 m bsl (746.5 ft bsl), the borehole is clearly deviating to the NE rather than in the 
anticipated surface dip direction of ~ N 135 E.  Normally in the absence of nearby large fault 
systems, a borehole will deviate into the structural dip (or to the SE in this case).  The 
implication from these data is that a larger fault system is nearby and NE of the current location 
of JRA-1. 
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Appendix 7 – JRA-1 Lithologic and Open Fracture Strike and Dip – Wulff  (Angle-Equal) Polar 
Projection Stereonets 
(Southern (Lower) Hemisphere, Kamb contouring, Number of standard deviations = 3)  
 
 

 
 
 
Above:  Strike and dip angle of lithologic contacts in JRA-1 relative to true north.  The majority 
of lithologic contacts show a strike to the N and dip angles less than 15 degrees (to the E: not 
shown in this figure).  The three data outside of the main contoured area are from the Casper-
Alpha near the bottom of the borehole.   
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Above (left):  Strike and dip angle of the open, water producing fractures within JRA-1.  
Although some bedding plane fractures are present and making water, a slightly larger number of 
high angle fractures are present.  These high angle fractures (~ 65-80° dips) strike to the SW and 
dip to the NW (not shown here).   
Above (right):  Strike and dip angle of all (113) open and partially open, water producing 
fractures identified from the ABI & OBI datasets in JRA-1.  The low angle dipping fractures are 
more clearly defined striking to the N (with dip azimuths to the E) while the high angle dipping 
fractures are more broadly striking to the W-SW and dip to the N-NW. 
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Appendix 8 – JRA-1 Geophysical Logging Data 
 

 
 
Above: Caliper (at different scales), Total Gamma and Spectral Gamma responses (K40, U238, 
& Th232) from JRA-1.  Qualitatively, borehole breakouts are more numerous shallower.  
However, none of the breakouts extend very far into the formation.  Gamma data highlight the 
limestones (< 30 API), sands (low values, < 80 API) in the upper Casper Fm. members as well as 
the siltstones (< 80 API) in the Satanka and Casper-Alpha.  The green-blue gamma response 
shows the difference of open hole (blue) from cased hole (green) for this interval.  From the 
spectral responses, these higher gamma values are due to increased Thorium and Uranium 
presence. 
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Above: JRA-1 P-wave velocity (from Sonic), Electromagnetic Induction (EMI) measured 
resistivity & magnetic susceptibility.  The gap between the Dec. 2016 data (upper) and the Jan. 
2017 data (lower) is due to infill and tool height making that portion of open hole inaccessible 
for logging.  Generally, velocities are slower in the Satanka and the Casper-Epsilon and faster in 
the limestones.  The large velocities shown in the Casper Fm. (red) clearly mark the limestone 
layers.  Overlying the Gamma and P-wave velocity curves clearly show the limestone intervals. 
Also, the velocity of the Casper-Epsilon sand is much lower than either the overlying Satanka or 
deeper Casper Fm. sands.  This is interpreted to represent a higher saturation state in this 
formation which was is interpreted to have caused the observed surface geophysics anomalies 
(lower resistivity and lower seismic velocity) and higher static water level during the Dec. 2016 
drilling period.   
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Above: JRA-1 Single Point Resistance (SPR), Self-Potential, 8” Normal resistivity and 16” 
Normal resistivity curves.  These curves highlight:  1) the very low bulk resistivity of the upper 
Satanka (higher clay content), 2) low bulk resistivity of the lower Satanka (limestone and sand) 
and Casper-Epsilon which infers higher water saturation above the Casper-Epsilon limestone, 
and the limestone layers in the remainder of the Casper Fm. units.  It is also interesting to note 
that the Casper Fm. sands above ~ 170 m bgs have slightly higher bulk resistivity values and 
then Casper-Alpha interval > 170 m bgs.  This highlights that the Casper-Alpha contains more 
clay and is siltier than overlying Casper Fm. sands.  
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Above: JRA-1 32” Normal resistivity, 64” Normal resistivity curves and Induced Polarization 
data.  As seen earlier, the limestones are easily identifiable in these datasets.   
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Above: JRA-1 Fluid Temperature, Fluid Conductivity and Flowmeter logs.   Changes in slope 
for both the temperature and conductivity curves indicate water inflow into the borehole.  At 
least six zones are identifiable.  The flowmeter log show that many fracture zones are either 
producing water to the borehole (“negative” flowrate value) or taking it away (“positive” 
flowrate value).  However, all fracture zone water production (under ambient conditions) is less 
than 1 gpm.  The rightmost figure plots the slope changes in the flowmeter log (green curve).  
This enhances the  depths that are producing water to the borehole (left side) versus removing it 
(right side).  A bit more water is entering the borehole from fractures in the Casper-Alpha 
(deeper) than the upper Casper members.   
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Above: JRA-1 Nuclear Magnetic Resonance data (Total Porosity, Mobile Water Content, 
Hydraulic Conductivity (K) and Transmissivity (T) from SDR and SOE formulations.   Total 
porosity in the Casper sands and siltstones ranges between 15-25%.  The limestones are ~ 5%.  
Mobile (free) water is more prevalent in the Casper-Delta, Casper-Gamma, and deeper portions 
of the Casper-Alpha.   
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Above: JRA-1 Optical (OBI) and Acoustic (ABI) Televiewer data.  These data could only be 
collected in Jan. 2017 after the “surface” casing was in place and the well was developed.  In 
Dec. 2016, the open hole was mud filled rendering televiewer data worthless.  Larger scales for 
these data are shown in Appendix 9.  Qualitatively, the lighter colored units of the Casper-Delta, 
and Casper-Gamma (~ < 140 m bgs) are distinct from the units of the Casper-Beta and Casper-
Alpha which darken (or redden).   
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Above: JRA-1 Optical (OBI) Televiewer data with an overlay of the Fracture density/m.  
Overall, fracture density is relatively uniform throughout the depth.  The Casper-Delta and 
Casper-Gamma may show a bit higher fracture density than the Casper-Alpha.  Interestingly, the 
interval of the Casper-Beta does have a lower fracture density than either the overlying members 
or the underlying member.   
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Appendix 9 – JRA-1 Fracture Images – Optical & Acoustic Televiewer 
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